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Maxwell forcing University into donation

Blac

ail!

by Gary Duncan
and Paula Collins
Edinburgh University is
faced with a serious financial
predicament, following the
use of Pollock Halls of Residence as the Commonwealth
Games Village. The University is owed £650,000 by the
Games organisation and it is
apparently unlikely that it
will now be paid this sum,
given the precarious financial
situation of the Games
organisation.
At a meeting of the Games
directors in London on Monday ,
the creditors were assured of successful progress by chairman
Robert Maxwell. If the fund-raising consortium , Saatchi and
Saatchi, and Arthur Young
Accountants, all agree to donate
£300,000 which they are owed,
and other donations are fulfilled ,
then , said Mr Maxwell , the company will be able to repay in full its
outstanding debt.
However, the Games d irector
appeared to include Edinburgh
University amongst those who
had agreed to make donations:
this is contrary to the University's
own position .
In a statement released today
the University ad ministration
categorically states: ". . . at no
time has the University offered to
make a donation towards t he
debts of the compa ny ."
According to the statement , the
University's agreement to participate in the Games arose out of a
feeling in the administration that
it had an obligation to the city and
the nation T he agreement was
made on the premise that the costs
of allowing Pollock Halls to be
used as the Games Village would
be fully paid by the Games organisation. This was crucial, as the
Universities Grants Committee,
which provides the vast majority
of all universities' money , will not
allow public funds to subsidise
accommodation fo r stude nts , or
anyone else.
If Edinburgh University did
agree to make a donation ot the
Games by waiving some of the
Games' accommodation charges,
then the money would have to be
found from the University's
limited commercial income. The
alternative to this is to pass on the
cost to stude nts in the form of
higher accommodation charges.
This has been ruled out by University Principal Dr John Burnett.
The U niversity has stated, however, that it "is considering the
proposal that it waive £345 ,000 of
its bill .. ", and the Principal has
been given full authority to
negotiate with Robert Maxwell
an_d the Games organisation. If
this proposal is implemented, the
University says that it "will certainly leave us with serious problems on our commercial trading
accounts . .' .". It has been made
clear that the donation would only
be considered if the Games
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organisation " can satisfy ourselves (the Unive rsity) and the other
creditors of th e full of extent of
the G ames' deficit , and the
authenticity of Mr Maxwe ll 's offer
to provide £2 million of new
money".
University Principal Dr Burnett commented on Tuesday:
"The University entered into an
agreement to provide Pollock
Halls through what it considered
to be an obligation to the city, and
the country as a whole .. .. It is a
matter for regret that by doing so,
it now faces the prospect of serious financial difficulties."

MaxweU: "This cheque will
bounce."

Surveillance threat
In an effort to curb a sharp
increase in the amount or vandalism and theft or library books,
the University Library Committee
is currently considering proposals
to introduce extensive video cam·
era security surveillance equipment next year.
Approximately 500 library
books disappea r each year from
the G eorge Square Library and
many more often quite valuable
texts are mutilated or have illustrations and complete chapters
removed. Speaking to Student on
Tuesday , University Librarian
Miss Brenda Moon expressed
"deep concern" at the deteriorating situation.
Video cameras installed at various points in 'the library are the
most likely security precaution
which is being discussed although
the obvious expense of such a
move will ensure that the commitment is not entered into lightly.
Miss Moon said there was a very
real problem of knowing precisely
which areas of the library needed
greatest protection.

The long-awaited library automation programme is scheduled
to be completed by next summer
and this is likely to ensure greater
control over the issue and recall of
library stock. Already some
200,000 books , about a fifth of the
library's total collection , have
been programmed into the computer catalogue, and this represents the substantial proportion of
the texts most often consulted.
In the immediate future , greater control is likely to be seen at
the main library exit gates where
bags and folders are currently
searched. It is hoped that the
searches will be more thorough to
ensure that individual pages have
not been removed from any.of the
library's stock.
One proposal discussed at the
Library Committee last year was
the introduction of airport-like
body searches at random at the
exit gates, but this was felt to be
impractical on the grounds of the
additional delays that would be
caused.
Devin Scobie
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SRC are go!

Results of matriculation poll

Firm no to loans
EUSA POLL ON GRANTS
AND LOANS
- How you voted
PRESENT, WITH THE AMOUNT OF
PARENTS' INCOME - 42.5%
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Percenta2e of students in favour
The results of the poll carried
out by the Students' Association at
matriculation show that Edinburgh University students are siUI
overwhelmingly opposed to the
idea of a loans-based support system for students.
The majority of Edinburgh students took part in the poll and , of
these, 80.6% were agai nst the
introduction of any system involving loans , 15.7% backed a combined loans and grant scheme,
while 3.7% were in favour of a
support system consisting entirely
of government loans to students.
The results were similar to
those of an identical poll con-

ducted by EUSA in 1981. However, two differences were that
nearly 3% more students were
now in favour of some kind of
loans scheme while 5% fewer students now believe in a full grant
system where the parents' income
is not taken into account.
Iain Catto, EUSA Secretary,
commented : "It may be that in the
light of the government's public
spending cuts these students are
being realistic about how much
money they think they can expect
from the state in the future ."
However, with the vast majority of students still opposed to
loans, EUSA will not alter its

Friends in need
Friends of Nightline, a fundraising group that helps to fund
the Nightline service , may find it
difficult to continue because of
lack of active support.
Despite a good deal of interest
being shown in Freshers ' Week ,
and a paid-up membership of over
40 , active participation is limited
to the committee of three. Consequently the group have already
been forced to close down fheir
tuckshop at the Filmsoc and to
.abandon at the last minute a disco
scheduled for last Saturday.
Friends of Nightlin e was set up
two yea rs ago to act as an alternative source of income for Nightline , which is funded by the Students' Representative Co uncil.
The money raised last year,
through events such as discos .
cheese and wine evenings and
sponsored cleans, amounted to
£650 which helped Nightline to

open a walk-in service, buy new
beds and pay for the phone rental
supplement which ensures a quick
repair service in the event of lines
going down.
Beverley Kirk , secretary of the
committee, felt that a lot of
people still suffered under the
misco~ception that Friends of
Ntghtlme were involved in
answering! the phones. Pamela
Dobbity pointed out that most of
the support for the group came
frompeople who were actually
members of Nightline and that
more outside support was needed .
_The committee ended by appealing: " Nightline is a service to
help you , help Nightline by active
membership of Friends of Night/ine. " The group have meetings
every Wednesday in Potterrow at
2 pm . Anyone interested should
go along.
Tom Bradby
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all at : 54 Hanover Street Edinburgh EH2 2DX
Tele: 031-22.5-5538
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stance. "We shall proceed," said
Iain Catto, " knowing that we have
got the backing of students."
EUSA plans to include the
results in its 11-page submission
on loans to the Education D epartment: a document intended to dissuade the government from introducing a loans system. After the
paper has been discussed and
ratified at the Students' Representative Council, it will be sent
to the government review body ,
chaired by Education Minister
George Walden , which is currently re-examining the whole
question of student support.
Miranda Chitty

In last Thursday's by-elections dent Community Action Group's
for the Students' Representative project, Mentswell , and the Uni.
Council (SRC) , the represen_ta- versity . Settlement, ':"hich runs
tional wing of EUSA, Adnan such thmgs as adult literacy and
Lea, was returned by a small numeracy schemes.
A~other of t~e _Community
majority to the senior SRC post of
Community Affairs Convener, Affairs Conveners aims Includes
replacing John Morrison who surveymg the students to try and
recently resigned.
dedu~e the effects that bus dere.
Ten candidates were returned gulatlon is havmg on them; and
unopposed, including David Blac- then rep~rting the fin?i ngs to Lot.
kall, to the post of SRC Aecom- hian Re~10nal Council.
modation . Convener. Amongst
The first meetmg of the Com.
the positions which were con- munity Affairs Committee will be
tested , Don MacCorquodale nar- at 5 pm . on Thursday, 6th
rowly beat Charles Pridgeon to November , m the EUSA offices.
the position of Social Sciences All students ~r~ welcome to go
Faculty Convener. He now along and participate.
1
becomes the senior representative
Anjali Dholikia
of all Social Science students.
The elections were greeted with
apathy by the Music Faculty's stu- SRC BY-ELECTION
dents: no candidate stood for the RESULTS IN FULL
position of Music Faculty Convener, nor was there a candidate SRC CONVENERS: Accommodatioa
for Music representative on SRC. David Blackall ( ret. unopposed); com'.
After the ballot, Student spoke munity Affairs, Adri~n Lea_. FACULTY
to Adrian Lea about his plans for CONVENERS: Soc•~ Sciences, Don
his year as Community Affairs Mac~?rquodale; Music, no candidatt;
.
Medicme, Paul Andrew Scott; Law (2ad
Convener. Despite the fact that and later), (no candidate); Science (2nd
only 710 students from a possible and later years), no candidate; saelectorate of 10,000 voted in the (2nd and later years), Dave Gordon·
by-election, Lea does not see Social Science Postgrad, no candidate'.
apathy amongst students as a par- FIRST YEAR FACULTY REPS: Arts,
ticular hindrance in his plans to Douglas Alexander, Fmna Cook, Simon
t
h 1· k b
d
N. James; Law, Mike Upton (rei
s rengt en m s etween stu ent unopp.); Medicine, Andrew Jamieson:
and com~umty .
Science, Lorna Matheson , Catriona
He beheves that there are MacMillan (both ret. unopp., I seat not
always some apathetic students contested); Social Science, Colin Ram.
but that these are balanced by age, David Sen; AU First Year Post.
more committed ones.
grads, Giles Laverack , Ben Paechiei
0
f h fi
f h' ·
·
(ret. unopp.) . FACULTY COUNCIL
n~ 0 t e rst 0 IS aims IS to (NON-SRC) POSITION: Social Scien<t
pubhc1se exactly what stude_n ts Secretary, no candidate; Social Sde11<1
can do to help theu commumty. Treasurer, Neil Phimister ; Scie11<1
Two examples of this are the Stu- Council Secretary, no candidate; Scie11<1
Treasurer, Euan Tennant.

Scottish
students
disadvantaged
EUSA President Cathy Presland spoke last week at a University Scottish Nationalist Association meeting on a wide range of
educational and social issues.
It was claimed that the introduction of a Community Charge
as part of rates reform , and a student loans scheme, would discriminate against Scottish universities where courses take longer to
complete. The extra expenses
could make a Scottish education a
less attractive proposition .
Ms Presland said that a recent
poll had given EUSA a mandate
to say " Edinburgh students don 't
want loans". The meeting agreed
that as well as the impracticalities
of operating a loans scheme and
the danger of private enterprise
dictating course structure, the
severe financial pressure would be
'likely to have a bad effect on personal and social development.
Ms Presland believes that
because of lack of adeqaute funding Scottish universities are moving towards the establishment of
"centres of excellence" involving
the shutting down of small departments.
Ms Presland agreed that a Scottish Assembly, with .control over
education from nursery level
onwards leading to a fully integrated system , would be an advantage. She went on to speak about
the improvements she would hope
to see if Scotland ever has its own
parliament.
Assurances were given that the
problem of decreasing numbers of
Scottish students was being
looked into by EUSA, particularly in the Arts Faculty where this
year there was a 54 per cent intake
of A-level students.
Louise Johnstone

The cost of the book is a meri
£1.95 and it is available at mO!I
bookshops and newsagents. In tht
first print Polygon have produced
8,000 copies. However, they say
it's going to be ''vastly successfuf
so get yours while stocks last.

Crosswords

at
Polygon

CROSS
WORD
BOOK
This week, Polygon, the publishing imprint of the Edinburgh
University Student Publications
Board (owned by EUSA), has
released its latest venture - The

Scotsman Crossword Book.
The book is a selectiolf-of 75
crosswords from the last ten years
chosen by three regular Scotsman
crossword compilers. It says on
the cover:
"The Scotsman
crossword has won a reputation
f?r providing one of the most consistently challenging and witty
puzzles whilst retaining its distinctive Scottish flavour. "

Student
•
pensioners
Edinburgh University is about
to become involved in a nei
scheme which will offer retired
people the chance of a n educa·
tion .
Thes scheme is run by the Lot·
hian Retireme nt Council and
courses in pre -re tirement educa·
tion are already in existence io
various centres and collegt:i
across the city.
Education , it is felt , could offer
retired people an opportunity 10
develop new interests, as well ill
strengthening links between the
University and the community.

WELCOME TO EDINBURGH
WHERE WIU YOU BUY YOUR
BROWN RICE NOW?

·on~
REAL FOODS offer the best sel• ·" ~
natural foods in town. Everything 1c;u ~rY
want plus th ings you've never heard.of! di·
som e organically grown wine - thlrtY .~
ferent varieties experiment . ~tie
Japa nese foods -

largest importer. in "1

UK - sample vegetarian haggis, en10~
ow n brand oatcakes and whole
shortbreads.

DROP INTO REAL FOODS S
27 Broughton St. or 8 Brougha/11
5571911
2281651
(nr. topleithWalk)

Tolfcross

WE'LL HELP YOU FEEL AT HOftff

.Carrington on the
defensive

European security and East- r"""."'-~:;':T':'~~~"lllllln~T~~---...--~_.~---""
west relations were the subjects of
Lord Carrington 's speech at this
year's Montague Burton Memorial Lecture. The North Atlantic
Treaty Organisaiton (NATO) Secretary-General had just returned
rrorn a meeting of NATO Defence
Ministers at Gleneagles in the
Scottish Highlands.
Outside the lecture , about 40
demonstrators , organised by the
Revolutionary Communist Party
and Edinburgh University CND,
protested
against
British
imperialism and defence poHcy.
They shouted slogans such as
•· Black blood on Carri ngton's
hands" and " Red , white, blue and
racist". A spokesman for the
group condemned Lord Carrington as a '"warmonger" for his
involvement in the Falklands
War.
is first and foremost to NATO radical and ambitious than would
that we should look at the have been thought possible a few
framework in which to develop years ago. " He rhought further
it".
talks at Geneva and elsewhere
NATO's defence efforts should could achieve a great deal.
be seen,
Lord
Carrington
However , Lord Carrington was
emphasised, "not as a fence to not as keen to see a policy of
hide behind, but as a basis on · unilateral disarmament followed ,
which we can work for a safer and although, he pointed out that
more constructive re lationship NATO had already unilaterally
with the Soviet Union a nd West- withdrawn 2,000 short-range misern Europe". Nor are NATO try- siles. Sheltering under the "Uning to achieve any military or nuc- ited States umbrella" , to Lord
!ear superiori ty. The argument Carrington, hardly seemed moral
that NATO's present strategy is if we were going to give up our
provocative or offensive is com- own nuclear defences . He quesPhoto: Oliver Lim
The de mo nstration was, how- pletely abrogated, asserted Lord tioned whether the West would be
ever , fa irly low key and there was Carrington, by NATO's firm able to "maintain acredibledeter.no disruption of the kind seen • commitment never to use any rent and an effective cou nter to
recently in Bristol a nd elsewhere. weapons except in response to nuclear blackmail without an
attack .
adeq uate nuclear capability of its
Lord Carrington was shielded
His assessment of the meeting own". His answer was a definite
from any possible threat by a
at Reykjavik was optimistic: " It is no .
heavy po lice presence.
He concluded by warning those
not the failure to conclude an
Inside, the former Foreign Secoverall agreement, in the equiva- who believe that "we shall achieve
retary kept closely to his subject.
lent of one quick bite; but the fact a disarmament settlement more
Not suprirsingly, as NATO's most
that substantial points of agree- quickly by throwing Qur defences
senior official, he believed that
ment have begun to emerge on an overboard and sailing closer to the
although Europe did need a
stronger defence identity, " ... it agenda for disarmament far more rocks".
Laura Libby

NUS v. Loans
In a talk at last week's Labour
Club meeting, President of the
NUS for Scotland, Pauline
McNeill, revealed plans for a massive campaign to oppose any government's plans for a scheme of
mixed loans and grants.

Pauline McNeill
The job of the NUS will be to
get the message across to the public that there is an alternative to
loans because she claimed " it
will only be 'a matter of ;ime
before a scheme of mixed loans
becomes one of full loans".
As for involvement of nonaffiliates to the NUS such as Edinburgh
University
Students'
Association, Miss McNeill stated
that , "the NUS would have to be
the ones to set down the rules" in
~ campaign which is to incl ude
lobbymg
and
imaginative
stunts".

Examples from other countries
in which a loans scheme is already
in operation showed that generally students were taking longer to
finish their course, in some cases
up to seven years, and many were
obliged to take up some form of
part-time employment. They
tended to choose easier courses in
order to finis h more quickly, and
many abandoned their studies
because of the resulting pressure
of having a large loan at a young
age. Moreover, Miss McNeill
described the system as "an
administrative nightmare", with a
high default rate in the paying
back of money.
Asked what the Labour Party's
alternative to loans would be,
Miss McNeiU stated that Labour
were at the moment prepared to
offer a minimum weekly allowance of £27 to those in further
education. However, she also
expressed her concern that the
party were not giving enough
attention to the problem .
Miss McNeill stressed the fact
that the prospect of a loan was
preventing those groups previously encouraged by the Government to enter further education,
such as mature and disabled students .
Also in jeopardy were those
from low-income backgrounds
with a different attitude towards
finance and a fear of loans.
Gillian Drummond

Guardian
journalist
lectures
This year's Kenneth Allsop
Memorial Lecture, organised by
Edinburgh University Student
Publications Board , will be given
by James Naughtie, The Guardian's Chief Political Correspondent.
A graduate of Aberdeen University , James Naughtie started
off his journalistic career with the
Press and Journal in Aberdeen .
He later moved to The
Scotsman, eventually becoming
their Chief Political Correspondent and then went on to his present post at The Guardian.
Mr Naughtie is considered by
many to be one of the best political journalists in Britain today .
He appears regularly on television
and radio as a political commentator.
The winner of many awards for
journalism, he is the author of
Playing the Palace, a collection of
selected speeches and writings
from Westminster.
Described as a man with a
"fund of stories", James !'laugh tie
will be speaking in Lecture Hall
'A ' of the David Hume Tower on
Thursday, 13th November, at
7.30pm.
The lecture is an annual event
in memory of the former Rector
of Edinburgh University and distinguished journalist Kenneth
Al lsop.
Emma Simpson

Funds ESCAlate
Edinburgh Students' Charities
death trap for dancers.
Appeal launched its 1986187 rag
I he evening rai ed £27 for
mag on Saturday night at Cham- E A and we can all till h Ip
bers Street. The launch was early ES A to rai e more money by
this year as part of ESCA 's aim to buying the rag mag, co ting 40p,
break their record total , currently which i on sale at any Union
standing at £21 ,000.
hop , and ESCA mugs , with their
The evening rai ed over £270 mascot, Boris, engraved on them ,
with rag mag sales topping 300. which can be bought for £1 from
ESCA Convener Hami h Taylor _the Union shop at Potterrow or
said: "It 's been a great start to the from the office at 17/ 19 Guthrie
year and here's hoping it will con- Street.
tinue ."
There will be a meeting for all
Looming large above the pro- ESCA members next Monday.
ceedings was a furry beast called Future
fund-rai ing
events
Boris, in his capacity as ESCA include a Dance Marathon at Wilmascot. Organisers plying rag kie House on the 8th and 9th
mags became a shade over
ovember, a Mini Rag Week
enth usiastic with their water pis- from 5th to 8th ovember, and
tols.
Carol Singing from 4th to 7th
1he
was further , December at everal

A toast to future success: th ~ year's rag mag
enlivened by a spaghetti eating
competition. Contestants succeeded in covering the Ooor in
spaghetti, creating a potential
The highlight of the evening,
however , was the slave auction.
Would-be slaves wilted under
spotlights, males outnumbering
females by ten to one!

'

including Waverley Market , the
new Asda supermarket at Duddiogston , and in St James' Centre.
For more details about ESCA's
events, call into their office at 17/
19 Guthrie Street or phone ESCA
OD 225 4061.
Jeff Sinton
Susan Moir
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LETTERS EXTR.-\

GROUNDLING
This column has been inundated
with enquiries as to what a
Groundling is. Well people, a
groundling was one of the peasants
who had the cheap seats to see
Shakespeare's plays. So cheap
they had to stand. Well, God bless
you. I carry on this grand traditi~n
of observance from the gutter, m
my capacity of fearless scribe.
This week I was strolling past
the simply marvellous Ghwat
Everyone Wants shop on South
Bridge when I was assailed, not for
the first time, by the world's
ugliest man. There is a scientologist, and he stoppeth one of
three. His teeth glinting obscenely
in the sunlight, in dull ~ounter
point to the frames of his hor~
rims , his glassy eye and anaemic
smile are trained in turn on each
passer-by, searching for a likely
victim. As ever, he chooses me.
"Excuse me," he asks, in a subMorningside whine, his fetid
breath washing over my face,
"would you like to take a personality test?"
My usual response is to fix the
punk with a steely stare, and,
levelling my revolver at his
forehead,
mutter
through
clenched teeth , "Go on - make
my day." Unfortunately this tends
to excite rather odd looks from the
passers-by , and in any case I was
in somewhat desperate straits in
my search for a topic for this
week's column, so . ..
Pausing only to step carefully
over the drug-crazed body of
Harry Elwin, your intrepid reporter ventured into the dingy deptfls
of Edinburgh's centre for " Dianetics and Scientology".

Library backlash
starts here

. gets
religion.
. the collected writings ol' L. Ron
or, if you really feel
IUC ky, a series of our weekend
seminars."
None of this, you'll gather'
comes cheap. Tacky paperbacks
such as "Yoo much yin in yer
yang" and "The importance of Jethro Tull" are to be had from about
a fiver while de luxe editions cost
consid;rably more. Basically,
your money goes to L. Ron's inner
circle of devotees (the great man
himself having died a few years
back), with a cut for the lackeys in
Edinburgh.
Their extortion technique is the
old nice man/nasty man routine
beloved of Hollywood gangster
movies. Even when convinced of
their charlatanism, it is very difficult to leave without making
some financial commitment, or at
least'1:iving a false address. Physical as well as psychological intimi·
dation is the norm - at one stage
the heavy had me physically pinned against the wall, because he
KNEW I NEEDED HIS HELP!
What frightens me about this is
the number of people (bored,
lonely , or just plain naive) who I
saw in the centre, actually accepting their counsellors as disinterested and helpful. The combi·
nation of fear and gullibility, combined with the promise of inner
peace and tranquillity, is still a
potent one, and I saw at least four
people, all young , leaving with
copies of Mother Hubbard's
books.
don 't be one of them: pack a
Magnum.
Next: Groundling eats pussy.
RSPCA in uproar.

Now, to digress for a moment,
"Dianetics" is a worldwide contrick perpetrated by one L. Ron
0

~ubbard,

A

Hubbard , a third-rate hack sci·
ence-fiction writer . About 40 years
ago, the late L. Ron had the one
decent idea of his life: how about a
religion, bolstered not by the usual
trappings of faith and mysticism,
but instead by a spuriously objective science? Resulting, of course,
in much money for Ron, much
misery for his victims. There are a
lot of gullible people in the world.
Ron 's " personality" test consi~
of multiple choice questions. Lots
of them. But it doesn't mjike a
blind spit of difference what
answers you put, because the
inevitable result - after half an
hour of"processing" your answers
- is (surprise, surprise) that "you
came to us just in time, because
you really need help - you're
angry, insecure and desperately
unhappy".
"But fear not! A cure is at hand
-you too can have an exciting and
vivacious personality just like our
rombie at the door! This cure lies

for longer library hours , let us
pressure our lecturers and Direc.
tors of Studies to encourage theni
to work for l on~e~ hours as well. Ji
is up to us, and 1t 1s up. to YOlJ, to
do something. about 1L The next
time you are m the library, take
two minutes to fill out a sugges.
tion and put it in the box. Speak to
your lecturers a nd tutors about it.
Do ·something.
Sincerely ,
Michael Cohen
President, CLU1'
Mylne's Court'.

.
Dear Student,
The Main Library of the Um·
versity of Edinburgh is only open
from 9 .00 to 12.30 on Saturdays
and is closed all day Sunday.
These limited weekend hours fail
to provide students with_ . t.he
access to the texts and fac1ht1es
housed in the library , resources
which should be available for our
u~.
h hl
Weekend opening hours s ou
be increased , or at the very le_ast
shifted to the prime studying
hours of 1.00 to 5.00 opm on Sundays . Unfortunately, our Mam
Library lacks the necessary funds
to staff the library for longer
periods, which causes us to question the pnonties of this university , and perhaps those of the
Government as a whole.

But there are real, workable
alternatives to the present situation. One of these would be to
hire students to staff the library
during the weekend hours: This
has several advantages: (1) 1t does
not displace those already working in the library; (2) student
labour is genera ll y inexpensive;
and (3) students could earn spending money to supplement their
gran ts. A mere four to five hours
working per week Sunday would
not prove too great a distraction
from studyi ng, and the benefits
far outweigh any drawbacks.
It is up to us , as students and
members of this university, to put
pressure on the University and on
the library in particular to
increase the accessibil ity to its
resources. Let us , then, fill the
suggestion boxes with demands

True Blue
or Orange?
Dear Student,
It was brought to my attention
that in last week's Sunday Post
there was a letter concerning the
University Conservative Club. A
student from Kirkcaldy had gone
along to the club with a view to
joining. An official looked at the
Celtic jersey he was wearing and
reportedly said: "No Catholics
here if you don't mind. " In the
light of Simon Morgan's com·
ments about " Papist scum", I
would like to kn•>W if this story is
true. Are the Conservatives true
'blue and Protestant?
Yours,
Louise Johnstone, )
Press Officer,
Scottish Nationalist Assoc.
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STUDENT
Mandate to fight loans
Well, just 7 per cent of you out there in Studentland
bothered to vote in last Thursday's EUSA by-elections,
which isn't bad considering the nature of most of the post
being contested. More disturbing, however, is the fact that
a third of you, for one reason or another, saw fit to ignore
the EUSA poll on grants and loans carried out during
matriculation. Shame on you. However, it is clear from the
figures printed on page 2 that the vast majority of students
at Edinburgh University oppose the introduction of loans of
any shape or form, and are firmly committed to the
retention of some sort of system of grants for all students.
To me these figures constitute a thumping mandate for
the sabbaticals - particularly President Cathy Presland
and Secretary (and therefore in charge of publicity) Iain
Catto - to mount an active and forceful campaign against
loans, and the Government, on our behalf. However, given
Iain Catto's recent remarks about "living in the real world"
rather than "clamouring for Utopia", it remains to be seen
whether such a campaign will be mounted. Students have
proved in the past that they can fight Government cuts with
reasonable success. Now we must fight again against loans.
And if lain Catto isn't totally committed to this cause then
perhaps he ought to make way for someone who is. ·

Hot Air
It was nice to see the Debates Society grappling with the

weighty proposition that Student should carry a weekly
picture of a scantily (if at all) clad young lady on "page 3",
although it was a shame that we were not invited to
contribute our tuppence-worth to the proceedings. Now
while this patently ridiculous motion gave everyone present
a few laughs and some much-needed publicity to Debates, it
also gave rise to a considerable degree of soul-searching
amongst the assembled hacks in the Pleasance bar. What
the hell DO you want on page 3, or indeed any other page of
Student? Come to the meeting at 1.00 pm this Friday in our
offices at the Pleasance and AIR YOUR VIEWS.

NUS facts
Dear ir,
At the ri k of being caught up in
the current vigorous corre pondence between the chairperson
of the political societie (and
other people). may I request ome
information? Would it be po sible
for someone to explain (perhaps
in an article) why EUSA is not
associated with the
US; who
took the decision; when and what
the advantages and di advantages
of the present po it ion are?
l am sure that this has been di cussed before , but (like many
others) I wasn't here then and I
would be grateful if these fact
could be made available.
Yours faithfully ,
David Harris.

and figures
Dear Sir,
I was interested to read lain
Catto's letter in la t week's t11de111 and wa urprised by his
phra e, " it is the students of this
univer ity who do not wish to
b long to that left-wing dominated waste of money". It was not
hi humorous , if a little misguided , description of NU that
surprised me. Rather, it wa that
a a "stude nt of this univer ity" I
did not recall ever being asked
how I felt about NU affiliation.
A little res..:arch showed that
the last referendum on NUS affiliation took place in the academic
year 1983/84. In order to clarify
the situation I did some calcula-

encc for all students, with a
minimum grant of £35 per
week ;
- we want to see increased spending on ed ucation, to improve
standards and facilities;
------------------------~ - we believe in a genuine frecDear Student,
dom of choice of course and
Writing as a self-confessed haslived on in isolation from NUS it
educational Mandard~ .
been who's been out of circulation has never been able to tackle
These arc not utopian ideals
for a bit, I'd judge from the furination al issues by itself. Irani- but sensible strategics to invest in
ous scribblings under the " Labour cally , Mr Catto referred to NU
the future of the country.
backlash" heading last week that a as a "waste of money". But if it
These could not take place with
General E lection was coming up.
wasn 't for past NUS campaigns a loans cheme, which would
Well, you do learn everything in
we'd all be "wasting" our money (shown in other European counStudent. No doubt though, Mr paying tuition fees and repaying tries and the US) :
Archer's latest antics have forced
student loans. Incidentally, I ---<liscourage working-cla s and
dear Margaret to cross the
noticed that EUSA's draft submature students from entering
"Spring '87 Quickie" out of her
mission on loans to the Gvoernhigher education;
ment makes use of NUS figures. - limit choices of course content
diary. (Ta ke that how you will.)
Sadly, many of the letters last
Mmmm .
and duration to "econo mic"
week centred on structures a nd
Over 90 per cent of UK stucon iderations;
egos. Fascinati ng . Hardly mendents are democratically rep- -force tudents to study close to
tion of a political policy in sight.
resented through the "left-wing
home rather than face higher
Mmmm . Wonder why?
dominated" NUS. A reflection
accommodation costs by living
of whose policies are "in the real
independently.
Pe rhaps, that other scrupulous
Tory , Mr Hayes, was too embarworld" for most students today.
All of these factors would evenrassed to mention his party's
Yours fraternally ,
tually destroy the belief that edupolicies , particularly on education
Robbie Foy. cation has inherent values - and
is not simply a vocational training
- a certain vote-loser. lncidenDear Student,
scheme.
tally, to quell his paranoia, he
The majority of letters which
If we want to defend the right of
could actually try asking at the
EUSA offices for the "secret"
appeared in last week 's Student access to and financial upport for
(October 23rd) contained pedan- higher edcuation, we must not
information on societies' membership sizes.
tic and personal attacks on myself, allow the terms of the debate to
What of those who replace
Paul Greatrix and EU Labour change. There must be no degenpolicies
with
personalities?
Club. Some of the e letters appa- eration of debate into an arguMmmm. I'll put the Liberal and
rently appeared in response to a ment on how best to allocate
SOP together , since they have
letter I wrote concerning student dwindling resources . We must
enough difficulty doing that themloans. Personal attacks are not campaign for education - the
selves . Mr Mcintosh tempted fate
pleasant but do not concern me as future of a country depends on the
by trying to convince us that the
in the Labour Club - as in the quality of its educational system
Labour Club "tells its members
Labour Party -we do not believe and the quantity of people it eduwhat to think". What , justlikeMr
in any sort of " per onality cult" cate. Economic regeneration in
Owen tells his party what to
surrounding office-bearers.
Britain is dependent on increa ed
think? Incidentally, that nice
What was very disturbing was spending on education. Lnve tyoung Liberal, Mr Wheatley , who
that at a time when the threat of ment in education is an investstudent loans is more real than ment in the future.
i usually harmless enough, did
ever before, that tudent activi ts
As students we hould recogstart the damn quarrel about ociety sizes in the first instance.
can ignore such an attack on edu- ni e our re ponsibilities-to that
What of those who despise cation and indlulge in petty bic- future - and to tho e who strug"careerists" because they' ll never kering.
gled for the right of acce to eduhave a career in government
AsLabourstudents,webelieve cation. We can realise tho e
to
implement in the right to free access to higher re pon ibilities by believing in
themselves
policies? There. I've mentioned education for all those who wish education , and by campaigning
the SNP.
to benefit from it - irrespective for education - not by petty bicAnd what of those whose of class , sex, race, age or disabil- kering.
Yours,
policies don'tfit anywhere "in the
ity:
Caroline Morpa.
real world"? Whilst EUSA has -we want to sec real indepcnd-

tion to produce rough guideline
to the view of "the student of
thi umvers1ty". Here are th
result :
Voted for affiliation
Voted against affiliation
Didn 't vote
ever been asked

4%

%
13%
75%

I hope this picture 1 no" a little
clearer.
Yours mcerely ,
Ben Paechter.
PS: Many thnak to S111de111 for
providing the original voting
figures; EUSA appear to have
" lo t" the file .

Dear ir,
I wa most amu ed to read the
letters of Iain Catto and Alan
Young in la t week's Studem, not
least because each refrained from
claiming that he wa bigger (or
more boring) than the other.
o, " the student of this univerity" do not wish to belong to
US , do they? Well , as far as I'm
aware there have been three
ann ual intakes of new tudents
since the last referendum on U
reaffiliation, hence Jain atto is
obviously so close to the hearts
and minds of Edinburgh Univerity studen t that he can assess
their wishe telepathically . What
an amazing chap he is!
Ah, but th at's because he's had
"the bigge twin in an USA sabbatical election for years" (uninteresting fact, courtesy of Alan
Young, lain Catto's campaign

manag r
thank
Ian) nd \\C:
' all !..no" what a credible mandate
the E A abbatical ele tion
are, when at le t 60 per nt ol
the tudent population don"t vote
at all.
ull . 11' good to hear Jain <;aying that he hve 4 in the real
world", a~ I had my doubt. after
reading hi
"clamouring for
Utopia" editorial tn Mid1<eek .
I demanding a fair and equitable y tern of rudent financial
support any more utopian or le s
realistic than the campaign
again t 1mpo ition of tu111on fees?
Or the Education Action \ eek?
Or the Fesrfral Agaimt Fowler?
Why do the " realitie " of the present Government' policies now
appear to Jain so irreversible for
him to make the clear 1mphca1ion
in Midweek: We might as "ell
accept loans because if we resist
we won't win? This is the logic of
the defeated, not the reali t. Give
in to a bully once and you can
expect to be pushed around for
evermore.
lain attosays : " We don't need
U . " I'm afraid that these are
not the times to be stuck out on a
limb , no matter how " large " it is .
Yours sincerely,
Keith ameron.

Dirty past
Dear tudtnl.
Perhaps Mr atto's petty little
grudges against the " left -wing
dominated" NU has \Omething
to do with his past membership of
U onservative Association .
The Mole.

Published by EUSPB Estb. 1887

In the club
Dear Sir,
The cartoon on your letter
page of Student (23rd October)
entirely sums up the total pettiness of the squabbling between
the "major" political clubs at this
university and, unfortunately .
between their respective parties in
the nation as a whole . It i plainly
obvious to me and to many of my
fellow students that not one of the
clubs named in that i ue is the
large t political club in this univerity. THE largest club, if I may be
allowed to define it as such. is the
one that contain all the other students (at EU) that have not, do
not and never will belong to any
political party/club/a ociation.

Thu , I come,to the reason for
this letter. Please , oh plea e, dear
editor, would it be po sible for
tudent 10 refrain from publishing
letters of this or similar veins , or,
at the very least , cordon them off
in some ob ure part of Student
entitled "Comic Verse for the Discerning Mind".
What am I going to vote? Why ,
rm Wei h , Plaid Cymru are the
people for me or perhap ... or
even ...
Sincerely.
tJke Davies.
PS: It mo t definitely won't be
"glas" (Welsh word; but I bet you
can guess).

The members of this "club"
cannot care le
whether one
political club is any larger (or
mailer) than any other. Jn fac~,
they ridicule the people who see 11
' nece ary to argue about such
inane ubject . And when it
comes to voting in election , be
they EUSA or General , they do.
not vote to get one of the candidates/parties into power but
rather to keep one of the others
out (unfortunately).

B OOKS
BOUGHT AND SOW

CASH PAID

•

TILL'S BOOKSHOP
I Hope Part C..-t
(hcdllldl Sinor)
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Very Sleazy
THE STRANGLERS
Playhouse

On
Saturday,
25th
October, The Stranglers were
in concert in the Playhouse.
On Saturday, 2 5 th October,
the inferior status of over half
the population of the world
was reinforced before a
cheering crowd.

Happy Hour?
THE HOUSEMARTINS
Assembly Rooms

The Housemartins have
come a long way since last
year's No. 10 placing in the
Peel Festive Fifty. But after a
promising start they seem to
have grown in quantity more
than quality.
The sizeable and expectant
crowd gave a lively response to
the rather dodgy support, The
Proclaimers, but went totally wild
when
The
Housemartins
appeared . The four Hull lads gave
the a udience exactly what they
wanted; all the hits with half a
minute of the band being plain
silly between each song. However, these comedy breaks got
rather tiresome, and spoilt the

continuity of what was musically
chirpy, up-tempo and very good.
After SO minutes, the band said
goodbye, only to return and play
for another half-hour (unplanned
encoring, eh?). At least the audience seemed fooled. Unfortunately the end of the set was pretty
abysmal , with the crowd chanting
whilst the band did the Qwik-FitFitters dance on stage. Then we
were treated to a puke-inducing
Rock A round the Clock Rap, culminating in the drum kit being dismantled , carried around the stage
and hit by the four Housemartins.
Admittedly the gig was fairly
lively and entertain ing, but if you
were looking for more than just "a
good time" , you wouldn't have
found it. And they dido 't even
play Flag Day. Very disappointing.
Alun Graves

The concert itself started brilliantly. It was when the audience
had been lulled by the music into a
heightened level of response that
the group suggested a little special
"entertainment".

Paul Hutton spoke to Stan Housemartin just before their
Edinburgh gig about the perils of pop stardom ...
Sitting in the corner of The
dressingHousemartins'
room at the Assembly Rooms
Stan
Cullimore,
with
guitarist. The rest of the band
are trying to kick a football
into a bucket.
The Housemartins have, even
considering their relatively short
existence, acq uired a reputation
for being open, accessible and
generally not acting like "popstars" . But as they head rapidly
towards megastardom, how can
they keep this up? "People are
always assuming that we'll have

I feedback m
Tonight you have GOT to
go and see The Men They
Couldn't Hang ln Teviot.
Why? Because EUSA's Big
Band policy needs you to support it now so that it can book
some decent bands later on in
the ear.

What can on~ say of The en,
except that they are secondary
Pogue-type merchants, probably
very enjoyable in a large drunken
crowd.

Two tits

..

And two more tits
It turned out that this "entertainment" was to take the form of
a competition for a signed copy of
The Stranglers' latest LP - a
women-only competition. All the
men who had fought their way on
stage were dragged off, leaving
five or six women. These women
started to strip while the group
performed Nice 'n' Sleazy. With
one accord my two friends and I
started chanting: "Fuck off, fuck
off, fuck off."
Three women. Three women
shouting fo r their very right to be ,
just three women. No one else.
Against the noise of the crowd
working itself up to a furious mass
climax, we were powerless to
make ourselves heard , save by
those immediately around us.
From them we had no support.

female nudity of that kind is u
ceptable. Acceptable soci~\a\c.
. .
I
perhaps , b ut to me , 1t 1s as unac:
ceptable .as the very society th~
permits 1t , manufactures it and
revels 10 1t.
To be disgusted is not to be
" prudish" . Such use of the fem~
body has nothing to do with 'li.e1
and everything to do with powe1
It is the power of a clothed perso;
observing an unclothed personthe power that .is involved in rape
and other cnmes of violence
against women .
I am not attempting to condone \
the women who took part in tht
strip, I can only say that to be the
observed is to possess an indirect
power over the observer. In th5
society , this is the only power
women possess , the desperate
manipulative power of the
oppressed.

What we saw was like pornography. There was nothing "alternative " or "liberal " about it-the
very opposite. Pornography is one
of the bastions of our society, and

stopped acting like that by now .
think it's a question of how much
energy we've got to keep it up. It
would be easier to stay in hotels
(the band currently stay at the
homes of people coming to see
them when they are on tour) but
it's quite depressing since you
don't meet anyone local and just
get bored basically. "

"All this whole
pop-star thing is a question of how
you act as a person, if you act all
cool and distant then you can
quite easily get an aura about you.
One thing that pop music can do is
turn you into a wanker really
fast."
·

For a band that have made a
point of attempting to get their
According to Stan there are dif- politics across, The Housemartins
ferences now , whereas before you have been particulalry unsuccesscould be like anyone off the street ful at it ·
who was asked in to stay the night,
How effective is a pop
now people were conscious that
you were one of the band , but he song as a way of spreading their
still feels that helps the band to message? " As pop musicians it is
the only way open to us, but we
remain human.

Tomorrow , Goodbye Mr Mac- Fund aka Student Aid at Chamkenzie are undertaking their first bers St. It costs 50p to see Bill
Edinburgh gig in ages at the Barclay and Company Policy and
Hoochie Coochie, and it might be to do your bit for a good cause. For
worth going just to see if the band those who went along to the benefit
are as good as their brilliant 7-inch concert for the same cause at CoasThe Rattler suggests. On Satur- ters a few weeks back, there is an
day , Robert Cray is at the Usher hour-long video cassette featuring
Hall, and this extraordinarily footage from the evening available
gifted performer should not be from Channel 5, 54 Shandwick
missed , On Sunday and Monday , Place, EH2 4RT, costing £6.99. It
Ultravox are in the Playhouse, and features The Shop Assistants,
Jesse Garon and the Desperadoes
they should be missed. Don't go.
and other line young Scottish
They're awful. Another awful
bands. Well worth investigating, I
band in the same venue, the
Playhouse, on Tuesday next, and should think.
that's OMD.
TV time. The Tube is back at
However, maybe Big Audio Dyna- 5.30 pm tomorrow (Friday) on C4.
mite, next Wednesday at the The format of the programme has
Playhouse could prove that they're been changed somewhat and by all
accounts the first half-hour is
a force to be reckoned with, and
being aimed at younger folk such
not a farce.
Tonight there is a bash in aid of as Smash Hits readers. Sounds
The Lewis Edwards Memorial patronising and needless to me, a

Our society is unequal. Tht
lack of opposition to that one so1.
did incident proves it. In an ide~
society , such things would not and
could not happen. We must worl
to change society by fighting back
against the likes of The Strangle~
who just represent the corrupr
values of the whole system. Music
should look forw ard , not back. It
should be used in the aim of a bet·
ter future , not to prop up an
unequal society.
I ask anyone who was at thar
concert on Saturday night: wh1
didn 't you leave? I invite anj \
response , be it one of support or
opposition , on wh at was just one
example of the widespread
debasement of women in our soci·
ety.
Kirstie Ken
didn't join the band to become
politicians, the politics just came
in naturally. We couldn't stand up
on stage and say 'Hey, this is a
song about a boy and a girl who
met and they fell in love' , but not
many people are going to like you
because they like your lyrics, the
music has to get you first." . .
As Paul Heaton put tt in
another interview recently: "Over
the next four years you'll see if we
are really four spotty kids odour
mature adults . We'll either
become wankers or change the
face of British pop music ." Will
they? Probably not , we can ail
enjoy while they try
Paul Hutton

feedback]
devoted Smash Hits fan , especially
when the remaining hour of the
programme seeks to retain its "designer stubble" audience. Chuffin'
heck!
Anyway,
tomorrow's
teenybop half-hour includes Germaine Stewart, Trouble Funk and
Nick Kamen (the Levis model,
singing). The mature hour boasts
Bob Geldof, Spandau Ballet and
Frankie Goes to Hollywood. I
think someone at the Tube has
cocked up the order of the bands,
but at least the nation's youth will
be spared listening to Bob Geldof
singing if they only watch the first
half-hour.
Soap came back this week as
well, and a welcome return it was
too. Don't miss it on Tuesdays at
11.15 pm on C4. There' s a lot of
vintage comedy on BBCl and
BBC2 over the next week, including Monty Python at 9 pm next

The crew of Soap
Tuesday with. his Flying Circrl>
The Beeb is celebrating 50 years rJ
TV, as you no doubt are awart•
and they've dredged up legendatl'
names in celebration of this balf·
centenary, like Dick Emery, Miki
Yarwood, Fanny CraddoC~•
DixonofDockGreen, TheG(J()llitl
. . . the list is endless. Check t111
papers for exact times and days.
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This week, the Music Pages splurged out on 7" singles. Keith
Caineron, Alun Graves, Suzanne Doran and Oliver Lim sifted
through a few of them ...
SOUND 'N' VISION Gfre Me Your Body
(Sound and Vision)

JESSE GARON AND THE
DESPERADOES Splashinll Along
(Narodnik)
Yo! Classic pop single time.
Built around a bass-line
reminiscent of the Velvets'
European Son, Splashing
Along is a guitar-filled tale of
life, love and rain that is so
simple and charming that it
bowls me over, just like that.
Splashing along, through
George Squaren'rying to
dodge the raindrops like Billy
the Whizz. They're funny!
The flip is a cover of Blondie's
Presence Dear which earns
full marks for its appreciation
of pop culture but only half
for its somewhat laboured
execution. Splashing Along
comes out top on both counts.
Buy it.

- --

FELT - Rain of Crystal
Spires (Creation)
Classic Felt, from their new LP,

Forever Breathes the Lonely
Word. Lawrence's poetic lyrics
and country·styled vocals glide
over lilting guitar melodies.
Princely stuff.

JOHN OTWAY
Theatre Workshop

From the opening idiot
grin, and brutal murders of
House of the Rising Sun and
Green Green Grass of Home,
right through to the appallingly stupid closer Going
Down the Road, it was obvious that John Otway had
returned to top form.
Happily bereft of his cretinous
sidekick Wild Willy Barrett,
Otway was accompanied only by
the baby-faced Robin , who sang
sweetly and played guitar like the
bastard son of Mark Knopfler
with-a-grudge. Otway himself
came on like John Dowie with a
guitar (i .. e hilarious) with a set
liberally laced with ridiculous
rereadings of "classics" such as
Blockbuster, Space Oddity ( rewritten for Lancastrian pigeon
fanciers) and You Ain't Seen
Nothing Yet (duri ng which he set
him elf ever more dangerous
~ymnastic feats). Possible highhghts include Body Talk where
Otway inserted drum pads into
Variou parts of his trousers and
proceeded to play himself (an idea
I believe Laurie Anderson stole
after seeing Otway's show at the.
Chorley Masonic a couple of years
ago).

I want your eyes, I want your lips,
'l want your toes, I want your
rmgertips/I want your legs, I want
your skin, I want to give you
everything.
This is the awesome lyric
that ushers us on the path to ultimate post-modernist sexual freedom and it could take only a wickedly named combo like S 'n' V to
write it. Possessing a rhythm so
brooding that most other bands
will retire in frustration, Give Me
Your Body is the greatest song
ever written apart from Bum It
Dolf'lJ, on ~e Hipside, a plan for
Marxist-Leninist insurrection that
makes the Redskins sound like
Muffin the Mule.

James Jazz tayed

at home
tast Friday to listen to th new
Courtney Pine album ...

TALULAH GO H Beatnik &y EP
(53rd and 3rd)
Just when you thought you
were afe from the curse of
Jhe Fuzzles here come
'hlulah Gosh, aJI girlie
chorus
tweedom.
More
acoustic
trumming than
Fuzibox, this EP give us
three Oops and one pretty
reasonable effort, not a terribly good ratio. Beatnik Boy is
just too insufferably NICE, I
Give You My Heart and
Steaming Train hurry along
to nowhere, thus leaving the
unpromisingly titled Mmm
. • . He's S-0 Dreamy as the
surprise bonus, a slow, wideeyed tale of wonderment
which is how the Mary Chain
would sound if they were
women.

WATCH WITH MOTHER
Suzanne
(Surfing Pict Records)
Some
merry
piano
enlightens this barnstorming
pub-rocker that would indeed
be best appreciated in a pub,
with lots of people and lots of
beers, Fairly meaty, beaty,
big and bouncy, and I suspect
this is what Watch With
Mother do best.
SUPERTRAMPThe Logical Song (A&M)
Clearly someone at A&M's idea
of a sick joke, here we have the
reissue of a song so trite that not
even lOCC would have dared
admit responsibility. If Dad keeps
moaning about your Bogshed LP
then buy him this - that'll teach
him.

-
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BMX BANDITS Cat From Outer Space
(S3rd and 3rd)
BMX Bandits in a non-wimpy
record shock! BMX Bandits sound
like the Fall shock horror!! Yes,
it's true, pop-pickers, Cat From
Outer Space sees the BMX-ers
hold their gauche antics in check
and make a Good Record that does
indeed hold resonances of the Fall
in its hollow guitar lines.

THE SMITHS: Ask
(Rough Trade)

This shows a return to preVictorialand material. Echoing
bass
lies
beneath
Elizabeth's mysterious vocals. Nothing unexpected, but
nevertheless typically good.

Yootha Joyce's the cover
star, Morrissey's singing
about the bomb, nature and a
buck-toothed girl in Luxembourg, whilst Johnny Marr's
music is about as "accessible"
IRON MAIDEN
Playhouse

Let's get the record
straight - if there's a better
live band on this planet, I'd
like to see them. From tart to
finish this show was a fireball
of energy, power and class.
The stageshow was stunning,
the performance spectacular,
and the whole atmosphere
electric.
What you can't ignore about
Maiden is the strength of their
material and the sheer class of
their performance.
Every song was greeted with roofrai ing cheers of recognition and it
wasn 't hard to see why. ewsongs
like Stranger in a Strange Land
and Heaven an Wait mixing in
with old favourites like Hallowed

Be Thy ame, RimeoftheAncient
Mariner, Running Free and
Sanctuary ... the list goes on. If

Cartoon: Michael Jeffries

<CJazz
U you've never heard the
name Courtney Pine berore
now, then you can't have been
reading your hip press very
closely. He's the man chosen
by all the relevant journals to
front the latest jazz revival .
It all looked as if it might start
just after Absolute Beginners. In
the end, it was lucky to emerge as
one of the good points of what was
basicallly a two-hour-long pop
video . But still, the powers that be
decided it wa time for jazz to
become hip. Suddenly, you
couldn't open a music paper or a
Sunday colour supplement without seeing the face of ome young
sax player or other. U ually , it's
Courtney's. Why? Becau e heh
all the right attributes. He's
young, gifted, black, and he dres·
ses very , very harply . Record
companies clamour to sign him .
His first album, Journey to the
Urge Within , came out recently .

as you can get. Ask may not

THE COCTEAU TWINSLove's Easy Tears
(4AD)

Despite all this hilarity , do not
jump to the conclusion that John
Otway is some kind of novelty act.
On several songs - Middle of
Winter, Montreal and Geneva- a
disquieting sadness crept in and
indicated perhaps that he has the
potential to be more than the
entertaining clown he was for
most of the show. This man
deserves to be in the charts.
Forget The Housemarti ns, buy
one of John ' records instead.
Thomas Lappin

:that

one song had to be singled out it
would have to be The Phantom of
the Opera, which nearly brought
the Playhou e roof down - as a
heavy rock live anthem there
aren't too many song which can
challenge it.
So there you have it, a faultl
battered
the
show
which
Playhouse into submi ion .
Ted Linehan

have the desperate urgency of
previous mithsongs but it
does contain pirit, directne s
and emotion, and that alone
lifts it above the current quagmire of pop.
THE FABULOUS
SALAMANDER and
THE IDEAL GIANTS
The Mayenne Nightengales
and Citizen Compulsion (The
Amphibian cult, distributed
by Fast Forward)

Lf II of wh t I've written und
I ha•c
very cynical 11' be
th1 [eehng th t in 1 m nth (or
m ybe even 1 v. ck ) th d tmtion of hip will h ve ch nged nd
jazz will be return d to its
iu n
a music for the m1ddl ged .
But what 1 th album hke'
Well, it's very, v ry good In general, Courtney wea ht mOuence on his le ve (there re a
couple of Wayne horter run on
the album). but there are also
tunes which may well be pec1fically designed a mgle relea
Perhaps m t important! , he
manages to prove that he isn't just
a superb piece of record company
marketing and that he can acrually
play well.

In

any interview I've read with
very
him, he come aero
calm, level-headed man who just
enjoys playing jazz. I'm sure that
when the bubble burst he' ll carry
on playing and recording great
records. Who know ? He' young
enough to till be around when
jazz becomes hip again .
James Jazz
The nr t song on this worthy EP
from the new mphibian label has
one brilliant chord change which
makes the whole enterprise worth
while. However, there's only so
much relentless Fall-ish rock I can
take In one ltting, and dare I
suggest that the Fahs could take
some time orr from dreaming up
arresting names for themselves
and their songs to dream up some
less derivalive music. The Ideal
Giants - nice name, shame about
the B.A.D. music.

CLUBS EXTRA
A scour round Edinburgh's clubland unearth the Lazy H.
downstairs at the Westender, Haymarket, every Saturda)
night.
The steamy caverns of the Westender come alive to the best
in Jazz/R 'n' B/Soul and Funk, spanning four decades. The
joint was jumpin' from the boogie-woogie of Loui Jordan
through to George Clinton's P-Funk, with a plethora of 6Ts
soul in between.
Robert Forsyth
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Lothian Road
228 2688
SUGAR BABY
30 Oct-1 Nov;
4.45, 6.45, 8.45
More sweet-toothed romance as
this German couple find full-fill ment (sorry, couldn't resist it!) in
each other and a few cream buns.
WITNESS
30-31 Oct; 2.30 2-3 Nov
Hunky Harrison Ford (scream,
pant, gasp!) runs around looking
hunky and doing hunky things like
getting off with Kelly McGillis
CASANOVA
31Oct5.30;
1 Nov 1.30, 4.30, 7.30
Filmhouse's mating season continues this week with the ever-virile
Donald
Sutherland
as
everyone's favourite medallion
man.
KINGS OF THE ROAD
30 Oct; 7.00
Your last chance to go and see
some good old German stuff. Two
guys head off into sunset in a
maintenance truck.
ALCHEMISTS 3
31 Oct; 3.00, 8.45
The final conflict? Parody, puppets, paranoia, violence, sexual
displacement, fondue set, malicious wit, surrealism, toaster, the
inner life of inanimate objects,
cuddly toy, psychiatrist. . .
TIGHTROPE
4, 6 Nov; 2.30
Clint Eastwood rides more than
just horses in this naughtynaughty little film, adding a little
variation to his rumpy-pumpy
with padlock chains and kinky
whips. EU S-M Sex Society meet
outside Teviot at 2 pm.
AN IMPUDENT GIRL
4&5Nov;6.15,8.30
Awkward adolescent, Chalrotte
plays the typical teenage brattess
under the influence of numerous
hormonal changes.
AKE AND HIS WORLD
2Nov;6.15,8.15
A Swedish film of the inter-war
period full of childhood fantasy

NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET
RE-ANIMATOR
Odeon
31Oct; 11 .15pm, 1.00am
Two brill, thrill films from the USA.
The first deals with teenagers who
find their common nightmares
becoming real, while the second
deals with a very lively mortuary.
MACBETH
THE BIG HEAT
George Square Theatre
2 Nov; 6.45, 9.15
Polanski's Macbeth is superb the actors, setting and filming all
make Shakespeare come alive or dead. The Big Heat is a 50sthriller about revenge.
RAN
George Square Theatre
5 Nov; 6.45
Japanese film master Kurosawa's
translation of King Lear into the
time of Samurai. Truly awesome
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South Clerk St
667 7331
MONA LISA
2. 15, 5.15• 8.30
B0 b H k'
h
d
Id
os ins as t e un erwor
stooge given the job of watching
stunning prostitute Cathy Tysori
by his double-crossing boss,
Michael Caine. Wisely Mr Hoskins
falls for Ms Tyson instead of Mr
'Guess how much I'm grossing
this month' Caine.
DAY OF THE DEAD
2.00, 5.50, 8.15
You get the general idea, lots of
horrible, greepy ghoulies go walkabout, causing untold panic and
ladies screaming. Much th'e same
as the Tory Party Conference.
CINDERELLA
1.45,5.30,8.15
The classic tale of prince meets
girl, prince loses girl, prince gets
girl back. And isn't the bit when
the mouse makes the dress with
the bluebirds really .cute?

A

B

C
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and
emotion.
IMITATION OF LIFE
3Nov; 5.45, 8.15
Part of the Uni's Extra-Mural
Studies. A good excuse that you
are educating yourself even
. though you're skiving off lectures
to go and see the thinQ.
IMPULSE & BLADE RUNNER
4-5 Nov; 6.30
The resident Harry Ford Fan Club
is pleased to announce more
drool-time at Filmhouse this
week. Also the tale of an earth tremor in Smalltown USA with
strange after effects. · · ·

225 9873
WHITE CIRCUS
5Nov; 1 pm
75p members;
£1 .50 non-members
By Peter Shaffer. Nobody from
Bedlam ever leaves anything in
the 'What's On' tray, so we don't
know what this one's about.

2 Leven Street
2991201
GISELLE
Till 1 Nov; 7.30 pm
From £3-£12 (students half price)
Performed by the Scottish Ballet.
Honestly, men will use any excuse
to put a pair of tights on. Still, it
does "entertain" the ladies in the
audience.

T H E A T R E
WORKSHOP L Y C E U

Grindlay Street
34 Hamilton Pl
229 9697
225 5425
THE GRAND EDINBURGH
LAUGHTER FROM THE
FIRE BALLOON
OTHER SIDE
Till 7 Nov; 7.45 pm
Till 1 Nov; 7.30 pm
From £2.50
£2 (cone £1.50)
By Noel Greig. The performance By Andrew Dallmeyer. A play
on Thursday evening is part of a about James Tytler: the first man
double bill with Theatre Work- in Britain to fly in a balloon. My
shop's theatre-in-education prog- satirical comment last week was
ramme, UNDER THE INFLUENCE, so good that I'm going to repeat it.
which starts at 7 pm. Just listen to Before the historic event, we find
this piece of rhetoric from the James pondering about whether
press release' : "Noel Greig his " organs will expand " as he
weaves this story within a mythi- floats up . . . . Now you know why
cal magical history tour, embrac- men like flying in balloons.
ing issues of ecology and
imperialism as we travel across
continents and through ages."
Sounds just like an episode of 112 West Bow, Grassmarket
'Dallas',
bloody
confusing. 225 2633
BURKE AND HARE
WIRE-LESS WIRELESS
Till 2 Nov; 7.30 pm
31 Oct-1 Nov; 9.15 pm
Members £3.50; cone £2
£2.50 (cone £2)
Performed by the Merry Mac Fun Performed by the Theatre CoShow. The Merry Macs (Scot- operative, w ritten by Patrick
land's answer to the Three Evans.
Stooges) return w ith an entirely This isn't the usual orgy of bloodnew show: noisy, energetic, tune- spilling and murder wh ich is genful, endearingly offensive and erally associated with Burke and
Hare. The couple's atrocities are
always topical. A satire revue cum
cabaret that thinks it's a radio sta- placed in the context of their past
experiences in starvation-ridden
tion . (Unlike Radio One, which
Ireland. A play which is highly
thinks it's a cabaret.!
recommended and highly convinci ng. (I just hope the medics
won't be too convinced !)
43 High Street
HOOLIGANS
556 9579
4-9 Nov; 7.30 pm
ONE CHAPATl-TWO CHAPATI
Prices as above
by Howard Purdie ; and
Written by Jon Gaunt, performed
THE INCARCERATION OF ANNIE
by.the Tic Toe Theatre Company.
by Rebecca Ronson
This play (wait for this fantastic
Til1 Nov; 7.30 pm
revelation) is about Hooligans !
£2.50 (cone £1 .50)

TRAVERSE

N ET H ERB 0 W

229 3030
TOP GUN
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
Soaper-dooper
all-American
fighting man man film, with hunky
Tom Cruise playing a hunky
fighter pilot training on hunky F14s, under the watchful eye of
stunningly attractive Kelly McGillis. And guess who he falls for? Sculpture Court, lauriston Place
Old College, South Bridge
Yes, that's right, the F-14.
6671011
· Mon-Thurs, 10-8.30; Fri 10-5;
HIGHLANDER
Sat 10-noon
Mon-Sat, 10-5
2.35, 5.25, 8.15
Till 1 Nov
From 1 Nov
Super special effects and a really NORWEGIAN WOOD - No, not
PRINTS FROM PEACOCK
interesting Queen soundtrack. But the old classic hit by the e\lerdon't let that put you off. Christ- popular Beatles, but a 'Timber in
opher Lambert plays an immortal Architecture' exhibition .
in New York
INVADERS FROM MARS
Newbattle Terrace
75 Cumberland St
2.10, 5.10, 8.10
447 2660
557 1020
Couldn't be as good as a·ny of the
ALIENS
Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 10-4
old '50s sci-fi movies but shou Id 2 Market Street
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
Till 23 Nov
Sigourney Weave!' goes back to be interesting to see how Hol- Mon-Sat, 10-5
CAROLA GORDON _
recent
the planet where she discovered' lywood depicts the modern day Till 1 Nov
invading
Martians.
Probably TREMBLE YE TYRANTS! - this works including fabric collages
the original metal-jawed monster.
And tries to act completely sur- speaks Russian and holidays in ominous exclamation is the title of and watercolours.
prised when they discover a Rekjavik.
an exhibition portraying 200 years KATHLEEN McLELLAN _ handmade ceramics.
whole colony. But what happened
of organised labour in Scotland.
to the cat?
Till 6 Dec
TOP GUN
DAZZLE INVITES - this one's on
Home Street
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
for a while so there's plenty time. 43 High Street
228 4141
Yes, Tom Cruise has made ittothe HEAVENLY PURSUITS
Contemporary jewellery from Till 22 Nov
Dominion as well. He's a fighter 31 Oct; 2.00
some of Britain's most sparkling JANINE ROLLAND- paintings
pilot very much in the mould of
(get it?) designers.
photoJAN STANKIEWICZ last chance to see the delightful
'An Officer and a Gentleman' and
graphs.
Glaswegian comedy with Tom
Kelly Mc Gillis plays his aeronautic Conti and Helen Mirren.
Mon-Sat, 10-4.30
professor.
SID AND NANCY
ROOM WITH A VIEW
4.20, 6.40, 9.00
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
A real no-holds barred look at the Belford Road
Still in Cinema 3, the stunning
life and death of Sid Vicious and 226 2876
adaptation of E. M. Forster's novel
23 Union Street
his American girlfriend Nancy Till Nov 23
about a young girl's enlightenSpurgeon. Rough and surpris- WILLIAM scon - almost 100 Mon-Sat, 10-5.30
ment. I'd go early as Cinema 3 is
Till
15Nov
ingly accurate. Guaranteed to put works ~panning this Scottish-Irish
quite small. Well worth seeing.
painters career.
JAMES McDONALD AOUATINTS
THE SCOTIISH BESTIARY
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"Take that, Nazi!" -i.cy at the I
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me

A standard £1 .50 student 111
hold!
from Sunday to Thu rsday. ~ me wee/
cost you £2.60. A ll cine m~..,oking .

DOIVllNN

Students pay £1. 20 for alll'CllS in Cin e
The only exception is the ~ shows in
only non -smoking part of!g. lncident<
shut on Sundays.

FILIVIHCSE

Matinees cost 50p; early!IOWS (Su nc
£1.20. These t ickets are o~ 1 30m inute
ma nee starts. No con ces~:for main e1
you can book these in aitd.20. Non-s
cinemas.

FILIVISO

Members get in free to£' Gue!
can be purchased in ad! Union S
week and fro m the Pos ts' Unior
Place, at the w eekend. M on sale a

BED L A

All tickets for l unchti me~ude soi
you r consumption. Memlille Bedlam
allows redu ctions on allliiam Comr
are hel d every Mon day ill in the t
interested in any aspectoll alwaysw1

TRAV EE

Excl usive offer this yearlership: £4
w hich al lows many benefinclude a f
Sunday performance; £2bt standbyt
before perfo rmance; freeil'lerse Bar
theatre cl ubs in Britain.

LVC E UI

They offer a pl astic carddwhich allo
two tickets at concessiorll off cos·
ma nee). Check at box offiA

ESCA

Edinburgh Stu dent Char~ in 17/1
(225 4061)
offices at any time during. to '.::o~
time secreta ry, or alterna her.

SN<>

.

I

Students are welcomediire to all S
Orchestra concerts at thellt Tickets
ava ilable fro m 7 pm each /111 1ng.

CAIVIE<J

Afternoon shows cost £11'9 ?erform•
pm) are £2.70.

UNIVENTS
MUS IC
THUR 30 OCT SUN 2 NOV
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
~M;;:;O~T"'oR=cL,:..,U';-;:B,..,A:=::U==T""o"=T;.ES;,T,...=::_:_
6th Level Common Room
Crichton St Car Park
1.10pm
10.30 for 11 am
Rev. Andrew Ross speaking on Felt frustrated stuck in a rush
the South African issue.
hour? Take out your aggression
with a few hand-brake turns or
WOMEN'S GROUP
even reverse flicks - 668 2342 for
Somerville Room
entry forms.
atthe Pleasance
7pm
Open meetings are really as open SCOTTISH NATIONALIST
as they imply: go along every ASSOCIATION
Thursday at this time.
Chaplaincy Centre, Rm 1

MON 3 NOV

rate holds in all cinem~ s
tthe weekends entry will
oking.
5 in Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
shows in C ine~a 3-th.e
Incidentally, this place 1s

E

ws (Sunday-Friday) cost
ominutes before perforr main evening films but
Non-smoking in both

o.

ces. Guest tickets (£1.25)
Union Shop during the
ts' Union, 24 Buccleuch
on sale at all shows.
elude soup and bread for
e Bedlam is £2 .00, which
am Committee meeti ngs
in the theatre. An yone
lways welcome .
rsh ip: £4 for four years,
elude a free ticket to any
standby ticket 10 minutes
erse Bar and many other

1-2pm
NEW SCOTLAND COUNTRY
Vice-chai rman of the SNP Alex
DANCE SOCIETY
Salmond focusing on the theme
Beginners: McEwan Hall
"Nationalism in the 1980s".
Intermediates: Chaplaincy Centre
Advanced: Chambers St Ballroom SCAG
7.30 pm
Wilkie House
All the classes start this week : they 7pm
last an hour and cost 30p a time. Pre-Bonfire Night preparations.
Social dancing afterwards at McEwan.
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY:
BALLET CLASS
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Chambers St Ballroom
Cheviot Room at the Pleasance
7-8pm
7.30 pm
the fee is £1 .50 for the night.
SCRAM group speaking on "The
Nuclear Threat in Scotland" .
ESCA GENERAL MEETING
Chambers St
ROCK DISCO
7.30pm
Chambers St Union
No better time to get involved 8pm
head along to Chambers Street
Bill Barclay and Company Policy tonight.
featured atthe Rock Disco tonight;
if further incentive is possibly THIRD WORLD FIRST
needed, there's a FREE raffle.
Cheviot Room at the Pleasance
7.30 pm
FANCY DRESS HALLOWE'EN
Reps from all the local developPARTY
ment groups will be there.
Teviot Debating Hall
8-1 am
POETRY SOCIETY
Tart yourself up grotesquely: £1 at Chambers St
the door.
7.30pm
Poet cum freelance writer, Valerie
MEN THEY COULDN'T HANG
Gillies, reading pieces of her work.
TeviotRow
9pm
Keep up the support for EUSA's POPMOBILITY
Big Band policy: the excellent Wilkie House
Men They Couldn't Hang are here 5.30 pm
tonight. Pick up your ticket for £3 Find some of those long-lost mustoday; or else pay £3.50 toniaht.
cles : ESCA is starting up classes

F R I 3 1 OCT
hich allows you to claim
1 off cost of any perfor-

re in 17119 Guthrie Street
Pop into the
··'"-· ~ .. .aa, the fun-

e t~ all Scottish National
I. Tickets cost £2 and are
ing.

NOV

TUES 4

:ONSERVATIVE SOCIETY
Middle Reading Room.
TeviotRow
1 pm
Open Committee Meeting
CELLAR BAR DISCO
Chambers St Union
8pm
Pub crawlers: start here at the 8-9
Happy Hour.
MEGA DISCO
Teviot Row Union
8-2am
Edinburgh's Biggest Friday Disco
with no less than four bars to keep
you amused.
CLUBKASUMO
8-1 am
Pick up cheap booze between 8.30
and 9.30: work it off through to 1
am.

SAT

1

NOV

SPERTROG DISCO
Chambers St Union
8pm
Two discos all night with RedSmithereens playing live.

SUN 2 NOV
MEWTHSOC
Nicolson Sq Church
8pm
Featuring Liz South from Oxfam :
"Fasting and Starving".
HAPPY HOUR
Teviot Row
8-9pm
Always Teviot if you're feeling
thirsty on a Sunday!

- there will be another one on
Thursday.
LABOUR CLUB
Chaplaincy Centre, Rm 2
5.15 for 5.30 pm
Video and subsequent discussion
on Nicaragua.
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
Chambers St ballroom
CONTEMPORARY CLASS
6.15-7.15
MODERN CLASS
7.30-8.30 pm : Beginners
8.30-9.30 pm : Non-Beginners
HIGHLAND SOCIETY
Teviot Row Balcony Room
7.30 pm
.
.
What role for civil disobedience in
the Language Rights issue?

WED

5

NOV

MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
1.10pm
David Lyall : "Rebecca:
Occasional Providence ".

"AM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
'reservation Hall
1 pm; Free
fet more blues.
JLTRAVOX
'layhouse
7.30 pm ; £7 and £8
Great music, but they can be
pretty boring live.

THE MEN THEY COULDN'T HANG
WE FREE KINGS
TeviotRow
£3.50 at the door, £3 in advance.
The Men sound very like The
Pogues and the Kings can be very
good live.

MON

sco

WARP FACTOR TEN
Preservation Hall
10pm; Free
Never heard of them .

ULTRAVOX
Playhouse
7.30 pm ; £7 and £8

OCT TUES 4 NOV
JURTIEZUT
Preservation Hall
9.30 pm; Free

SNO
Usher Hall
7.30pm; £2
Webern, Elgar and Schoenberg.

SAT

EDINBURGH CONTEMPORARY
ARTS TRUST
CONCERT OF MUSIC THEATRE
Queen's Hall
8pm
Tom Yang dances to music by
Alisdair Nicolson, Geoffrey King
and Peter Maxwell Davies.

NOV

1

NOV

GO FERRETS
Preservation Hall
9.30 pm ; Free
Who?

Queen's Hall
7.45 pm; £2
The Scottish Chamber Orchestra
Tippett
and
play
Purcell,
Stravinsky.

F R I 3 1

3

THE ROBERT CRAY BAND
Usher Hall
7.30 pm; £4 and £5
Recently escaped from prison
with his twin brother, or am I
thinking of someone else, Robert
provides some highly entertaining blues.

OMD
Playhouse
7.30 pm; £5 and £6
They're just not the same without
their eight-track tape-recorder
simulating an entire band.

THE ALICE HOUSE
The Cavern, Cowgate
Free

WED

RED SMITHEREENS
Chambers St
8 pm; Free
THE BLOCK BROTHERS
Preservation Hall
10 pm; Free
The Brothers perform covers of
some well-known songs.
PURCELL QUARTET
Queen's Hall
7.45pm

5

NOV

BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE
Playhouse
7.30 pm ; £5
Better than their initials suggest,
this is a group well worth seeing .
CHARLIE McNAIR'S JAZZ BAND
Preservation Hall
9.30 pm ; Free
Trad/Swing band.

IF'llLMHOUS~

PATRON : BELL'S SCOTCH WHISKY

88 LOTHIAN ROAD

Cinema 1
Until Sat 1 Nov

6.45 and 8.45 lalso 4.45 Fri and Sat)
SUGAR BABY 118)
Sun 2 and Mon 3 at 8.30 !also 6.30 Mon)
WITNESS i15l
From Tue 4 6.15 and 8.30
AN IMPUDENT GIRL 1151
Cinema2
Thu 30 7.00 only

God's

STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT
Chaplaincy Centre
7.30pm
Informal discussion: Should we
have a simpler lifestyle 7
LAGS
Cheviot Room at the Pleasance
8pm
Catch a drink in the bar before
heading upstairs for a demonstration on the Art of Massage.
GREEN BANANA CLUB
Potterrow
8pm

THUR 30 OCT SUN 2 NOV

BLUES ' N' TROUBLE
Preservation Hall
10 pm ; Free
Highly recommended and it's
free, so you've no excuse for not
going.

KING OF THE ROAD 115)
From 31 5.30 and Sat 11 .30, 4.30 and 7.30
~ASANOVA l18l

Fri 31

3.00 and 8.45

Sun 2

6.15 and 8.15

Mon3

5.45 and 8.15

ALCHEMISTS 3
AKE AND HIS WORLD IPG)
IMITATION OF LIFE IPG)
Tue 4 and Wed 5 at 6.30

IMPULSE + BLADE RUNNER 118)
50p Matinees (with student card)
WITNESS (Thu 30 and Fri 31 ), AN IMPUDENT GIRL (Mon 3 and Wed 5),
TIGHTROPE (Tue 4), ALCHEMISTS 3 (Fri 31).

"Suis j'un hero?" Never mind
the Yahs
DRAMA
French Institute; 28-31 Oct
The French Drama Society, Les
Escogriffes, began this year's season with La Bete dans la Jungk, an
adaptation by Marguerite Duras
of Henry James's novel The Beast
in the Jungle. 'fhe play provokes
many questions and for someone
not afraid of an emotionally wearing performance, it provides a
rewarding and moving experience.
Duras has created a challenging
drama which, whilst it is selective
in representation, achieves admirable naturalism of dialogue in its
treatment of the intense relationship between the two characters,
John Marcher and Catherine Bertram . The play explores the
interaction of two people on an
intimate and yet highly intellectual level and reveals just how little understanding exists between
them. The contrast between the
idea of mutual dedication to
John's all-determining obsession
and what it really amounts to in
human terms makes for poignant
irony.
John's question , "Suis j'un hero
en quelque sort?" demonstrates

Photo: Tony Segrove

the need to use a relationship to
satisfy personal preoccupations
rather than making the relationship itself the focus of energy. He
continually denies Catherine the ·
doubtful pleasure of sacrificing
herself to the obsession that she
has nurtured; the obsession that
she is a substitute for a genuine
relationship between them.
The realisation that their suffering is self-inflicted and
unnecessary only comes to John
too late, at Catherine's graveside,
when , struck by the devotion of
· another mourner and in contrast
to the terrible paralytic wait we
have just witnessed, he hurls himself on her tomb in order to posi-

iively avoid the metaphoric "Bete
de la Jungle".
Andrea Spenser-Cooke plays
Catherine with great sensibility.
She responds convincingly to
John, played by Brian Davison,
is
whose unyielding stare
symptomatic of his self-absorption. The success of the play
depends heavily on the ability of
the performers, the stasis of the
action drawing attention to the
lack of polish in the dress rehearsal.

Catherine Fellows

exciting plot to great heights. The
intrusion of two "green" men into
the scene - one with a disability
of speech, the other a disability of
silence - contributed greatly to
the entertainment. Charles Barron , who gave a word-perfect performance, played the dumb assistant Boswell, and his equally
dumb boss Frank "cos he knew
my name was Frank" Lomax was
cleverly played by Barry Mcilroy.
The entrance of Dorothy
by
Sophie
Binns,
played
Needham, served at last to solve
the mystery , when , in a Daleklike tone she announced, "I am
Work."
This close to the play, however,
versations. Th.eir increasing frust- somehow let down what had pasrations with the mysterious PS sed previously, and the climax
104s, the missing washbasin ph.tg, towards which the play appeared
the rubber plant and their inabil- to be crescendoing never truly
ity to grasp the true facts about a occurred.
Kate Blanka(l
Mrs Evistridge led this hardly

Prudes
GREEN FORMS
Bedlam; 22nd October
From Alan Rennet's Office
Suite came Green Forms, a highly
entertaining and amusing play
which revolves around the mystery of "Dorothy bloody (pardon
my French) Binns". The two
hilariously stagey typists Doreen and Doris ("I'll staple
your tits together") - played
excellently by Noonie Caldrey and
Sandra McKey, held the stage and
audience solely in their grasp for
the majority of the play, bringing
frequent shrieks of laughter at the
absurdity and prudity of their con-

before the birth of Pantagruel
and, through a succession of
episodic scenes, shows his association with Pan urge , bon viveur and
wit , and the latter's deliberations
on marriage.
Medieval . playing is ~suaUy
stronges~ m its raw theatncality,
and this was no excpetion.
Despite being handicapped by an
over-large hall, the troupe of six
often wearing commedia dell'art~
masks, made imaginative use of a
fairly simple set of a wooden
frame and various curtains (representing everything from a vagina
to Pantagruel's mouth) . Particularly effective were the several
puppet and dumb shows which,
together with interludes of music
and dance , added much-needed
variety.
At times the tone became a little too self-indulgent, and the first
half might benefit by the cutting of
a scene or two. Nevertheless, the
theatricality and the excellent performance of .Mark Knox as
Panurge carried the evening.
Colin Hancock

THE MARRIAGE OF
PANURGE

LABETEDANS
LA JUNGLE

!role, disgust must be quite alien to
him.
Williams
writes
with
a
detached, impassionate tone:
My left lra11d felt 11umb
The Pleasance; 24 Oct
8111 my right rook leave of its
Last week the Poetry Society
senses
hosted a poetry reading as part of
And set out for tire unknown
Poets Progress, a tour organised
re!(ions of her shoulder.
by the Times Literary Supplement. Introducing the event,
Jeremy Treglown, editor of the
TLS, spoke of his intention to
"transport" poetry. No container It is the voice of someone with
trains were involved. Three very little confidence or control
'
English poets simply leapt on an for whom:
Tire future stands behind us,
inter-city and came lo Edinburgh
holding ready
for the day.
Hugo Williams, poetry editor of
a chloroform-soaked handkerchief
the New Statesman , started the
reading with a poem about meetJonathan Taylor, a young. and
ing a pretty girl on a train and largely unknown poet, served as
imagining her going to the toilet, the poetic "support group" for the
lifting up her skirt and peeing on two . big names. Whereas Hugo
his face. This amused self-disgust W1lhams directs his mockery at
was repeated in a second poem, himself, Taylor has invented a
Prayer, which expresses the wish character, Glibtrok , to relieve
to become a pervert ("I wanted to him of this unpleasant task. Two
say a prayer that God might poems
explored
Glibtrok's
grant", he explained). Williams eloquent and egotistical persona. ·
seemed almost embarrassed by Having passed a "social elevenhis poems, but Craig Raine found plus", he is concerned only with
them hysterically funny. Having appearance and looks forward to
written a sonnet entitled Arse- when his imaginative Christmas

CRAIG RAINE, HUGO
WILLIAMS AND
JONATHAN TAYLOR

POETRY

presents will make the ladies
"thank him with envious voices".
Craig Raine spoke with the
assurance of someone who was
introduced as holding ''the most
important poetry position in Bri-

Assembly Rooms; 27-29 Oct
Something was going on, as the
excellent Housemartins very
nearly sang in this same hall just
three
nights
previously.
Medievalists in white tie and tails
or glittering ballgowns? Free
Pimms for the audience?
But no . Wrong room. In one
scene of The Marriage of Panurge,
Rabelais satirises students at the
Sorbonne. Next door, Edinburgh's Yahs were demonstrating
that they are perfectly capable of
doing it themselves. Still, at least
they provided interval entertainment: either siqe of which the
Medieval Players presented a
slightly less consiste~t performance.
The Marriage off Panurge is an
adaptation of books two and three
of Rabelais' Gargantua and Pantagruel, and the first part of a trilogy which is to be performed over
the next year. The play begins just

THE LAST OF THE
MOill CANS
King's Theatre; 20-24 Oct
Under the threat of audience
participation, we timorously
made our way to the theatre bar
where
rhythmic
drumbeats
seemed to indicate that the action
was about to commence. We were
greeted by an enthusiastic Huron
Indian clad in an "ethnic " satin
An informal
dressing-gown.
atmosphere was encouraged as
the cast performed a demonstration of Mohican fertility rites .
The first act began not with the
usual swish of velvet curtains but
with the removal of a refreshments table from stage (discreetly
positioned in an attempt to supplement the actors' income). An
introduction by Gregory Winthrope (life president of the Sons of
Hiawatha) thankfully explained
that Mohicans were one of several
tribes of North American Indians
and not, as I believed, elaborate
haircuts! As a burlesque interpretation of James Fenimore
Cooper's book, the play succeeds

in entertaining a predominantly
young audience by the introduc:
tion of a caricature of a wild frontiersman sporting a D avy Crockett outfit who lunges at women in
the front rows and occasionally
pelts the audience with marshmallows.

ual imagination. He read one
poem from that volume, describing a corpse:
And she is tire usual woman Two terra col/a nipples
Like patches from a cycling
kit.

The image is striking, like a good
photograph , but does nothing to
make us understand or feel death .
However, the poems he read
most of which were about death'
made it clear that Raine is mor~
than a visual sensationalist. The
corpse poem ends with a compassionate glance at the bereaved:
Somewhere else, not here,
someone
Knows her hair is parted
wrongly
And cares about those cobwebs
In tire corners of her body.
His Elegy for Hans Keller contained the rhetorical echo, "there
Craig Raine - disgust must be shall be more of this", suggesting
alien to him.
his growmg awareness and fear of .
death. Another poem asks which
tain" (the poetry editorship at is more real, the funeral of a
Faber & F_aber). His reputation woman or the memory of her eatwas established in 1979 with A· mg breakfast.
Marttan sends a Postcard Home . Raine also read from his new
which showed his remarkable vis- libretto, The Electrificati<!n of the

The New Vic Theatre Company is distinguished by its physical energy and its zany humour to
the ex:ent that it sometimes risks
the absurd. The ingenious use of
scenery and props to create the
battle scenes adds macabre, yet at
the same time amusing, tones.
The coherency of the plot, however, is obviously of secondary
importance and the first act
degenerates into a series of short
disconnected sketches. However,
this is compensated for in act two
where the action becomes more
concentrated and the characters
become more evident. Phil
Woods' adaptation of The Last of
the Mohicans is a very competent
and amusing interpretation of a
rather dull book .
Claudia Moncada
Soviet Union . He said that he
enjoyed the challenge of evolving
a new style, which seemed to lie in
using rhyme more than ever
before.
Andrew Sparrow

Students Welcome to

EUROPA
WINE BAR
Infirmary Street
Where else can you enjoy fabulous
hot and cold meals from
12 noon-9 p.m.
Also try our Sunday Lunches from
12.30-2 p.m.

Look out for our-Golden Oldies
Night every Tuesday and our
Sunday Night Disco
absolutely free
OPEN 11

am to 1 am

g 556-6165 g

New Uni Artist

'' • • • I had to
raise my voice''

foNRAD ATIQNSON

The Architecture School ,

Chambers Street; until 31st Oct
- Look no further than 32 West
Richmond Street in order to
opand your horizons in relation
to the world of contemporary art.
for the above address is that of
Conrad Atkinson, Edinburgh University's new artist-in-residence.
To launch his arrival, an introductory exhibition has been mounted
in the Architecture School, Chambers Street. Here is the chance to
view paintings, consciously knowing that if questions arise in one's
mind at the exhibition, the residence of the artist is at such close
quarters that one can disscuss
issues through a visit to his studio,
and therefore the myth that an
artist is an " unapproachable
demigod" in society is erased from
one's mind.

EXHIBS
Initially ,
Atkinson's
work
might appear as large-scale
images depending wholly upon
the force of the work to create
impact upon the viewer. It is correct to comment that the use of
language does play a vital role in
some of hi works in order to
mock the depth of seriousness in
the whole of society. This can be
detected in the artists's series of
paintings depicting huge front
covers of reputable financial
newspapers the Financial
Tim es and the Wall Street Journal .
Humorous statements primarily
leave
the viewer laughing
inexplicably: it is obvious that ,
from
such
statements
as
" Don atello advocates % for Art
Scheme in Lewisham" and "German Chancellor gives press conference upside down dressed in
blue as tri bute to latest developments in German Painting", the
contradictory bulletins are riddled
with comical implications. With
time, mockery of all views, from
the art world to politicial inci-

Atkinson mocks the seriousness of the whole of society.
dents , reveals the absurd and
arrogant nature of society to
imply that various aspects of life
are more important than others.
The artist portrays art as both a
force and a comedian , which
makes the onlooker both laugh at,
and think about, society.
The majority of Atkin on's
works exhibited has a distinct role
in society: the " financial newspaper" paintings will in the near
future be placed in London
Underground stations near Bond
Street and adj acent to Fleet
Street , as well as being displayed
in New Yortk and Washington
DC. Atkinson's involvement with
the public emphasises the absurdity of artists' work being displayed
purely
in
archaic
museums. Two subjects in mid
creation have been commissioned
for firstly an exhibition concerning nuclear industry in Kendal ,

Amadeus
SNO
Usher Hall; 24th oct
The circumstances surrou nding
the writing of the Mozart Requiem
are now su rrounded by myth; Friday night's SNO programme did
nothi ng to dispel this. As a prelude to the Requiem , we were
offered Rimsky-Korsakov's oneact opera, Mozart and Sa/ion, giving the fam iliar but fable account
of Mozart's poisoning by an envious Salion.
For a concert performance it
contained an unusually high
degree of dramatic interest , partly
because with the revolving round
monologue there was little sense
of a missing dimension which a
full staging could have provided,
but also largely because of the
beautifully dark and dramatic
singing of Russian bass Anatoly
SafiuUin in the role of Sal ion. The
orchestra, under Matthias Barner
were suitably re trained in this
lyrical score, incorporating much
Of Mozart , notably an extract
from the R equiem with whisperig
chorus.

CLASSICAL

Cumbria, and secondly a a
monument for the Coal and fron
Ore Miners of West umbria .
Drawings for the latter show
studies of irnple, yet poten t, symbols of mining life, eventually to
be cut out of one-inch thick lead
and hand shaped steel plates. The
strength of the mining image is
reminiscent of the hammer and
sickle used by the Bolshevik : the
u e of simple images by the artist
enables direct communication
with the onlooker.
Certainly Conrad Atkinson's
pieces , both in the finished and
mid stages, evoke never-ending
fre h thought from the mind of the
viewer.
His unique works
strengthen the immense fortune
of Edinburgh Universi ty in having
Conrad Atkin on for the current
artist-in-residence.
Melanie Steel

THE ENDILLION
STRING QUARTERT
Queen 's Hall ; 27th Oct
The concerts consi ted of three
quartets by Hayden, Britten and
Brahms.
The Hayden Quartet in C
major, one of the "lost" quartet ,
ha a prominent first violin part ,
al mo t amounting to a solo. This
wa not, however , overplayed and
the other parts provided a sensi- '
live accompaniment without
being lost.
The · E11dil/io11 Quartet are
renowned for their Britten and its
is easy to see why. The Quartet
No. I in D major was played with
an immense amount of energy and
enthusia m; it was polished but by
no means taken for granted. Thi
energy wa evident even in the
lowest parts of the fir t movement.
The Brahms Quartet in A major
was played in the subtle and careful manner with which Brahms
composed hi chamber mu ic.
The first movement wa alternately joyful , and then deep and
harmonious . In the slow movement each line was melodic but
dependent on the other , while
the third movement was afforded
a proper air of my tery.

It was perhaps this rather
romanticised view of the Requiem
in the first half which explai ns the
disappointment in some aspects of
the Mozart performance. Concluding a reduced string section ,
Bamert avoided the temptation to
follow
Rimsky-Korsakov's
romanticisation . In general the
playing was admirably incisive
and the tempi steady. In his desi re
to maintai n this rhythmic assurance, however, Barner! was
unwilling to allow a broadening of
the sound. This was particularly
noticeable in the opening measure
of the Introitus where a slightly
slower tempo could have allowed
the chorus to convey a greater
sense of resignation .
Nevertheless , the chorus and
well-balanced quartet of soloists
sang well , producing an ultimately
satisfying if not exceptionally
As an encore a waltz by Britten
moving performance.
was resonantly played.
Colin Moodie
Katie Alcock

David Goldblatt i a photographer; he is outh African and
white. He believes that becau e of
these last two facts there i only
one kind of photographer he
could be: " I would have liked to
have been a lyrical photographer,
but if you live in South Africa the
situation cannot be ignored ... I
had to raise my voice ." He is al o
Jewish . A a boy he too uffered
racial persecution, which left him
with strong sympathie for the victim of apartheid long before it
was fashionable to be so. However, his way of showing his feelings about apartheid is not that of
the photo-journalist: there are no
horror pictures of necklace murders or burning cars. Rather this i
South Africa when the smoke ha
cleared and the newsmen gone
home .
There are not an enormous
amount of pictures in thi exhibition (more of Goldblatt's photos
can be seen on the accompanying
video) but there i a variety of different approache . His first aim i
to record the everyday life of b th

climbing fram
r burnt out
cars.
a racial out 1d r, h can
turn a fairly obiecuve eye on the
aiutere
Afrikaaner,
who
character he e plore m several
shot . Hi photographs r veal the
white people to be V!Cllms , to a
certam extent, of the bamers they
have created.
Goldblatt also feels trongly
that his work hould be in some
way a document 10 what is happening in South Africa . He h
tarted recently a serie of pictures of those who have been
detained and abu d. One particularly triking image remain of
a young lad whose black kin contrast harply with the white pl seer-ca ts protecting his broken
arms.
A well as thi he has a deep
interest in environment: the
"structures' of his country from
city building to crossroads shack.
People in their own environment
too have fascinated him - to the
extent that he once offered a free
portrait service in order to be able
to photograph trangers in their
home spaces. He doe not ask hi
sitters to pose, or ay "chee e.,,
nor to ignore the camera - ju t to
look at it. The power of the imnge

A 15-y;ar-old boy, recently released from detention , 1985.
black and white South Africans ,
as in the eries on mineworkers .
With thes pictures Goldblatt has a
political point to make but he lets
the situation speak for themselves: men travelling on the 2.30
am bus to their daily work ; chi!dren in Soweto whose playground

lies in the communication between the pectator and the itter.
Faces, unsmiling, but aware that
their image resulting will record
not only them , but al o the part
they played in this crazy evil ystern .
Fly Freeman

---

THE TRAVERSE THEATRE

-------------

ENCORE I
THE PICK OF THE 1986 FESTIVAL FRINGE
continues with

BURKE AND HARE
by PATRICK EVANS

" Highly convincing, highly recommended" -

TIME OUT

HOOLIGANS
by JON GAUNT
Tic Toe Theatre Company
Tue 4-Sun 9 Nov, 7.30

FRINGE FIRST AWARD WINNER
All tk:bts booUble in ..iv-. from only £2.00.

112 WEST BOW GRASSMARKET
EDINBURGH
031

22
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Living Dangerously •
DAY OF THE DEAD
ODEON
Dir: Georgio A. Romero

Ever seen a bogey like this?

Sid with Johnny Rotten in Sid and Nancy.

The film opens with Vicious . pfayed by David Hayman as an
catatonic after Nancy's death , in ultra-cool , almost mystical figure ,
CAMEO
interrogation witm the NYPD. who can blow away hoods with an
Where did you meet? he is asked. outstretched finger.
Dir: Alex Cox
Gary Oldman, a respected
Cut to Vicious kicking in the
windscreen of a parked Rolls stage actor, is great as Vicious. I
There should be two reviews of
Royce, the better to see a little don't now what the guy was really
this film. One should be marked
dog therein. Cut to Nancy, hyster- like, but the My Way video,
Repo Man fans only; the other,
ical , being calmed by friend. Brick res hot frame for frame (as far as I
everyone else. I'll do the latter
shatters friend's window. The can tell) is accurate and as funny
first. "Sid and Nancy" is a
boys , Vicious and Johnny Rotten as ever. Chloe Webb is fine as
straightforward tale of the love
(played by Drew Scholfield, TV's Nancy , and Tempole Tudor and
and death of Sid Vicious, bass-hitScully) , enter with aerosols. Love the driver from Repo Man are m
ter (I hesitate in saying bassat first sight. Well , almost.
there somewhere.
player) of the Sex Pistols, and
Sid , in fact, for all his stupidity
But there is still the essential
Nancy Spungeon, his girlfriend,
and boorishness, comes out as disappointment after Repo Man.
who he murdered on October 12th
almost likeable - his destruction Only once does the sense of
1978.
is playful rather than malicious. humour surface. Sand N are tripThe first review, for Repo
One might lend him a tenner with ping over a derelict site to get their
fans would say: this film is a heap·
reasonable security that should he next fix. Some kids are fighting ,
of shit.
ever have any money, he would and Sid tells them to stop. Who
To explain , Repo Man was the
pay it back. Nancy Spurgeon, by are you? they ask. Sid thinks for a
debut feature of Alex Cox. Sid
contrast, is a whining and spoilt moment , and says Sid Vicious.
and Nancy is his second. The first
was a film crowded with incidental brat. and you almost will Sid on to The kids run off at double speed.
detail, lunatic characters, wri- knife the bitch. The villain of the There are some remarkable sequ·:hing plots and sub-plots, smart piece , however, is heroin. Nancy ences. Sid and Nancy kiss , leaning
is already a user when Sid meets against a skip in an alley , while
lines and anarchy . No shot was
rubbish falls from the sky around
wasted, running jokes and in- her , he tries it in innocence ("You
them in slow motion .
jokes abounded. ll was the busiest really a junkie? Can I try
The film is by no means bad.
film I had ever seen. Sid and some?"). As you might expect it 's
But after R epo Man I found it
Nancy is a straight, no-nonsense all downhill from there . The
appallingly bland. Go , but go with
biopic, the story of a remarkable decline into junkie-dam is haran open mind.
love-affair between two remarka- rowing and depressing. Choose
ble people in a remarkable envi- life, not Malcolm McLaren .
McLaren , by the way, is brilliantly
ronment.
Yossi

SID AND NANCY

ABC
Dir: Ivan Reitman

Robert Redford in Legal Eagles.

James Bannerman

FREE TICKETS
ZOMBIE COMPETITION SHOCK!
A double Day of the Dead ticket, or a chic Day of the Dead
T-shirt could be yours! The photograph below needs a
caption. We need your entries at the Student Office , 48
Pleasance, by l.OOpm this Monday. You could be an
entertained or very trendy winner, courtesy of the Odeon.

The svelte, attractive
Chelsea turns up at his apartment

against mirrors. Very Cocteau! In
answer to all the other males who
and asks for help , as she thinks she haven't asked yet: No! She doesn't
is being followed .... Redford's appear naked .
The look of the movie was careLegal Eagles is a movie whose bid for a touch of blond on
success will probably lie in its hav- blonde. And why not , I hear you fully planned , with mostly neutral
colour until the artwork appearing Robert Redford as star. The ask?
The pair are caught in the
ing in the gallery scenes, making \
story concerns Tom Logan (Redthese the most visually stnk1ng
ford), an assistant district attor- sack by a couple of detectives who
parts. The production notes
ney, who becomes involved in liti- burst into the bedroom and accuse
gation against one Chelsea Dear- Chelsea of murder. I'm sure it claim Legal Eagles to be a comedy
thriller, but it's a di{ficult task to
don , played by Daryl Hannah . couldn't have been that bad!
She claims not to have stolen a
Logan subsequently loses his play humour off against dramauc
painting of her father's , saying it job: "You're fired! " "No you tension 'and it doesn't work on
was dedicated to her on her birth- don't, I quit! " The reason for this that level here.
day. Apart from the terrible impropriety , Daryl Hannah , I can
The courtro0 111
names , the plot plods happily only remember from Splash , a scenes offer some amusing
enough along.
romance about a New York mer- exchanges, but against . tli 1:
Redford is portrayed as an ami- maid which saw the Walt Disney deflates the dramatic inte ntton.
able, but clumsy, professional Corporation's first dipping the toe suppose, overall , the whole thing
who has something against mto "adult" movies. Now she por- is pleasant enough.
.
defence lawyers. Through the
With music by Elmer Bernstein
trays a fey performance artist
cunning of Debra Officer and a
who , if she concentrated on this - synth-rock meets West Side
Gentleman Winger, who plays line , might receive more critical Story; a glossy production fro~
Laura Kelly , a defence lawyer , he acclaim than for her acting ability. Universal plctures and Ivan ~el e
later has to swallow his pride and
man's direction , with the ped1~re
share an office, even a desk, with The song "Put Out The Fire" is a of National Lampoon's AnimDd/
the
film
,
with
Ha~
visual
oasis
in
this presumably lesser form of the
Ho.use ..and Ghostbusters beh 10
legal profession.
, nah the lyric writer and vocalist him ,'t,he p~oduci ~oul'd har~ly fill1·
sounding
like
a
•
skinny.
Lamfe
Logan is nominated to be the next district attor- Anderson, cqnjurjng ~nes of fire
ney.
' Gonion Macl~tOlll
to follow her and ligh~ng candles

LEGAL EAGLES

Is that moneyfor me?

Only a few humans remaip alive
in a world infested with zombies.
Taking refuge in an underground
missile silo, tension simmers as the
psychological effects of long confinement begin to take their toll.
The survivors are running low on
food, ammunition and medical
supplies, and as patience is wearing
thin , Dr Logan must find a medical
solution to keep the "Living Dead"
in check.
The doctor's progress is slow,
but he has discovered that the
brains of the zombies are still
active, and that although these creatures have no stomachs, they
nevertheless have the desire to eat.
Day of the Dead is the third in a
series of films by Georgia A. Romero, which began in 1968 with the
classic Night of the Living Dead. It
is a film which has been acclaimed
as a "landmark" in the genre of
horror movies, but in the hundred
minutes of showing time I saw little
to support this remark. The zom-

• •

bies looked like a group gf disorien.
tated Goths staggering around Pot.
terrow after a heavy night's drink.
ing, and the human _characters
came across as equally lifeless anct
shallow.
With lines like "I'm ready to take
the first train out of here" and "Out
of the frying pan into the fire" , the
script was almost as nauseous as the
disembowelling of the zombies' victims. And as for the ending, cer.
tainly it did seem the all-too-familiar attempt to camouflage a severe
case of imaginative stagnation.
Still, why should this put you off?
Yes, the plot is corny, and yes the
script is full of the usual cliches, but
it is an unusual mixture of the
comic with the gruesome. So, if
you've nothing better to do with
your time, and you want to see
some heads explode, some limbs
being chopped off, or a just a drill
channelled through a zombie's
skull, then the film is well worth
seeing. After all, as Romero says,
his films are only "tongue-in.
cheek" and.aimed at giving people
fun.

Spirit of 76
Sid and Nancy, the l~test film fro~ director Alex Cox, opens in Edinburgh this week. A nth ony

Harwood spoke to him about the mnuences behind the fil m and the characters he developed.
The Punk Revolution burst into
our living-rooms ten years ago.
Without it, 1976 would have been
yet another lame year musically ,
with energy and commitment fast
being replaced by contrivance,
formula and repetition. Charttoppers included McCartney's
Silly Love Songs, The Wurzels'
Combine Harvester and Showaddywaddy's Under the Moon of
Love. A pretty tragic situation
and stunning indictment of a
record industry which is once
again now showing grave signs of
ill-health .
So cast your minds back to 1976.
Films included All the President's
Men, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest and Taxi Driver. Springsteen
is the big new act in America ,
hailed by rock critic John Landau
as "the future of rock 'n' roll ". By
the end of the year, however,
amidst an abundance of media
coverage and all-round notoriety,
Punk had awoken the silent
majority to a new vogue . You
could turn the establishment
upside down, make a hell of a racket on stage a nd get away with it.
Alex Cox, writer and director
of Sid and Nancy, maintains that
although the context of his film is
obviously important , it shouldn 't
be be seen as any definitive study
of The Sex Pistols but as a love
story between the wingeing , gobbing Sid Vicious and his no more
illustrious girlfriend , Nancy Spungeon , who both died in 1978.

Photo: Paul Hui/on

Buzzcocks and Joy Division. They
became the prime instigators of
punk through the guidance of
Malcolm McLaren, astute entrepreneur and owner of the Chelsea
boutique Sex, the charismatic
John Lydon 's imbeci lic screaming
and obnoxious behaviour and
later Sid Vicious (nee John
Ritchie, who replaced Glen Matlock as bassist). By 1977, havin_g
been ditched by EMJ and A &
M , The Pistols were set for fame
and notoriety via a BBC ban (the
Jubilee celebrations being upset
by God Save the Queen) and Virgin Records . This is approximately where the film takes the
story up, spring 1977. Eighteen
months later , Sid and Nancy were
dead in the Chelsea Hotel , New
York . Sid had already been
charged with Nancy's murder.

Gary Oldman play the snottynosed, spotty punk and Chloe
Webb his girlfriend:
"Chloe was an in tant choice.
Gary was the only young Briti h
actor who could do Sid - he was
chubbier than id wa , but there
was something about hi face with
that crocodile smile from ear to
ear that worked perfectly.
We always thought the actors in
Sid and Nancy would come up
with better cenes than tho ewe 'd
written. o one anticipated that
they'd get as close to the text as
they did. "

Cox had the songs rearranged
by Glen Matlock and additional
music by !rummer, John ale ,
The Pogue , teve Jones and a
Californian band, Pray for Rain .
Strummer had also been involved
in Cox's next film , traight 10 Hell,
a spaghetti western filmed in
pain . .. It' funnier than Repo
Man ; more intense and the jokes
are better. ·· Also involved were
Grace Jones, Dennis Hopper and
Elvis ostello. In January he
begins shooting Walker .

"There were two a lternative
title for the film; Mad Love and
Love Kills. The film lows down
to a very sombre mood for the last
half hour , it has to. Before that it's
different ; there's Sid up on stage
and jumping into crowds at concerts. He was so happy just to be
playing , just tripping on the whole
thing. And Nancy , she loved having him up there on stage. That 's
why she liked him ."

Amour Fou is a term that's
been thrown around a lot recently
in reference to Betty Blue and in
the past to such films as Truffaut's
Jules et Jim . Cox reaches the same

Lemmy pulling a pint? No! Alex Cox pulling a pint!
intensity in Sid and Nancy (largely
through the acting of Gary Oldman and Chloe Webb) in a
relationship which echoed a
strange memory recounted by
Luis Brunel in his autobiography:
"In the 1930s, when I was living
in Residencia , there was a double
suicide in Madrid . A student and
his young fiancee killed themselves in a restaurant garden.
They were known to be passionatly in love ... so why the double
suicide? I still don't have the answer except that perhaps a truly
passionate love , a sublime love
that 's reached a certain peak of
intensity , is simply incompatible
with life itself. Perhaps it's too
great , too powerful. Perhaps it
can only exi t in death."
Cox naturally found the fate of

From
the
beginning,
c;;,x
approached the film as a study of
tw? individuals , not the punk
epitome:
"They weren 't representative
punks anyway . Sid betrayed all
th at punk energy and rebelliousness. Punks were born out of a
serious hatred for junky rich rock
'n' roll stars who wer~ isolated
from their fans and sitting in large
hotel rooms , shooting up drugs
and watching TV.
~id turned into something else;
a nch punk watching TV because
of his affair with Nancy, his own
lack of a feeling of self-worth, the
break-up of The Pistols after their
American tour and a bunch of
Other elements r can only guess

EXTRA
CASH!

Sid and Nancy more intngumg
and cinematic than what became
of The Sex Pistols:
" I started talking to people
who'd known Sid and Nancy at
the end of 1984, in London; to
Alan Jones and Debbie Wilson
who were members of the original
Brom ley contingent, to McClaren
who thought the film wa a bad
idea , Lydon and other friends
who had known them. I then
talked to more people in New
York and together with Abbe
Woool, a friend from LA, carved
a story out of these facts into a
makeable film . The only written
material were two letters Sid had
written to Nancy's grandmother.

Half the money came from
Zenith and half from Embassy
Home Video . The script was

'" ... a bad man , who in 1855
invaded Nicaragua to bring it into
the Confederacy and ran it for two
years before eventually being
kicked out and executed. It's a
comedy about the follies of grandeur and imperi~li m."
By any comparison , Alex Cox is
a most creative and energetic filmmaker. His mood is like his films:
quirky , off-beat and imaginative.
He films where and what he like .
Sid and Nancy , r feel, is a very
personal film about two ocial
misfits:

" I was in LA when the Pistols
came around. They really excited
us and gave a lot of people hope .
The film does romantici e Sid and
Nancy but I set out to make a
romantic film . However , I don 't
think it glorifie them and that 's
an important distinction."

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY
McKinsey & Co. ,

Do you need extra cash to pay for all
those expensive books?

international management consultants, invite applications for the post of
Do you need time in the fresh air to
recover from studying late on Friday
and Saturday?

BUSINESS ANALYST
Please send your application to
Graduation Selection,

Maybe we can help. We need people to
drop leaflets on Saturday and Sunday
afternoons.

170 Kennington Park Road,

London SEii 4BT.
RING US NOW. LEA VE YOUR
NAME AND NUMBER AND WE
WILL GET BACK TO YOU.

at."

For further information contact
Adrian Burford or Virginia Cowie on 01-582 0167.

6614210
The Sex Pistols came after London SS and The Hollywood Brats,
and before The Damned, The

ready by February 19 5 and we
started hooting in October. That
took another eleven week . ,.

SAVE HEAT

Details are also held at your Careers Service.

~.B:

Closing Date-November 21, 1986.

Keeping the Peace·
Environmental protection and a hardline anti-nuclear policy have been the
hallmarks of New Zealand's deteriorating international reputation over the past
two years. Giving his only press interview during a recent two-day visit to
Scotland, David Lange, the country's Prime Minister, discussed the controversial anti-nuclear stance with Devin Scobie.
A lifelong socialist and devout
Methodist , David Russell Lange
believes he is a man with a mis.sion. The 44-year-old former
preacher entered parliament just
nine years ago, yet rose quickly to
head New Zealand's fourth
Labour government in 1984.
Within a matter of months he
sai led into a storm of criticism at
home and abroad for refusing permission for a visit by the American naval vessel Buchanan on the
grounds that it was nuclear capable.
Today Lange has managed to
stubbornly stick to this initial
refusal to allow any nuclear
armed, or eve n nuclear unarmed,
ships inside his country's territorial waters. He argues that this
policy is not merely a "reluctance "
but a fundamental gut reaction
against nuclear ships which , he
believes, may diminish New Zealand's national security.
Lange comes across rather like
an antipodean Neil Kinnock ...
"Quite simpiy, we are in a place
which is not the subject of nuclear
weapons targetting . We are a
thousand miles from our nearest
neighbour, and that 's Australia,
so we are therefore in a different
situation from that which other
countries find themselves. This
was our own response."
Lange comes across rather like
an antipodean Neil Kinnock as he
explains his country has never had
a history of being in a nuclear
alliance - unlike Britain. He
reckons it is much harder to dis-

David Lange: "a sincere and crusading individual".
arm than it is to make the decision anathema by New Zealanders
not to arm. "To step back from arising from the experience of
the brink is a very difficult thing to having overseas interests from the
do, but to walk towards it is seem- • north testing their nuclear
ingly a modern political impera- weapons in the South Pacific area .
tive."
"We would be foolish to have nucThe very idea of nuclear power lear power in New Zealand
was swiftly dismissed as an because it would be more expen-

sive than the renewable resources financial reparation. "I would
we can harness at the moment ."
recall the action as all sorts of
Lange admits , however , that things ," he says, "but one memor.
his blanket refusal to allow any able phrase that came out at the
nuclear ships into New Zealand original press conference at five
waters is a blatant abuse of the o'clock in the morning was that it
Anzas defence pact which was an act of state-backed ter.
includes the United States. He rorism."
feels there is confusion abroad
" We had a real problem tack!.
about the nature of his policies ing the whole issue because the
since many world leaders see his ' French government denied any
anti-nuclear stance as a personal involvement. It was perfectly
crusade. But Lange knows that if obvious to us, within a few days
he were not Prime Minister today that they were responsible and w~
then "some other woman or man all knew that we were going to be
would be here in my place saying living with the consequences of
exctly the same". He is at pains to the action for a very long time . We
emphasise that his commitment is regarded the French governnot only a personal one, but that ment's action as a crime , as an
of a _government of his coul)trv intrusion on our sovereignty and
well.
something which ought to have
been the subject of reparations
and apology ."
" ... it was an act of State-backed
terrorism."
The Prime Minister faced
severe international criticism in
The Prime Minister doesn't July when he agreed to hand over
deny the great strain his actions the jailed saboteurs to the French
have put on the Anzas Pact. So as a result of United Nations arbitgreat was that strain that the ration. In return for modest fi nanAmericans have withdrawn from · cial compensation , at the expense
the pact altogether. US Secretary of what many press reports called
of State George Schultz said in " humiliation" for their judicial
June this year, shortly after the system, David Lange succeeded
American withdrawal , "We part in compromising his personal poscompany as friends - but we part ition by reneging on an original
company. "
promise " never" to hand over the
David Lange's reputation as the two culprits.
standard-bearer for the defence of
international
conservation
Lange deserves some sympathy
achieved worldwide prominence for his vehement anti-nuclear
18 months ago when French gov- initiative, and his stern denunciaernment agents blew up the tion of a vicious act of French·
Greenpeace protest ship Rainbow backed terrorism. Pragmatism
Warrior in Auckland harbour.
must sometimes triumph over
One crew member died and the principle. Yet although he sounds
two agents were subsequently like a sincere and crusading indi·
tried and found guilty of the ter- vidual, David Lan11,e bas a difficul\
rorist action.
task still in front of him to ensure
When the bombing took place, that his country neither loses allot
Lange was incensed and viciously her
remaining
international
hounded the French government friends, nor the means to
for an apology and some form of adequately defend herself.

A Changing Environment
Graham White outlines the benefits which
would be felt if students had closer links with the
social environment of Edinburgh.
Graham White is the director of
the Environment Centre, a charitable trust which exists to work
with schools, youth and community groups and the general public
on environmental issues. When
the Centre was opened, it adopted
the attitude that if such issues were
to mean anything, they must be
people centred; for example, if a
habitat or species was to be saved,
it could only happen if people
wanted this to be so.
"The environ ment is more than
nature reserves: it is the sum total
of the space we live in and use.
This includes housing ghettos
such as Pilton which was built in
1978 and houses 36,000 people.
When it was completed there
were no pubs, no shops, and kw
services. This desert is lived in and
those that live there have many
problems to cope with, besides
lack of facilities. Unemployment
is high ; 30 per cent of the households are single-parent families.
Drug and alcohol abuse is common and the suicide rate is ten
times greater than that of middle-

class areas within which they
exist.
Does a university function only
to serve the personal interests of
those people fortunate enough to
gain a place? Or should it contribute to providing the needs of the
whole community, particularly
those who are less able to cope
with tl)e pressures of society?
The university environment is
unreal: you have perhaps 8,000
young people aged between 18
and 21 from mostly middle-class
backgrounds, only 14 per cent
from the working class. On the
whole few have lived outside of an
academic existence. Here they
are, in the midst of a magnificent
city, yet few have direct links to
the life of that city.
There are groups-such as SCAG
and the University Settlement
which work in the community ,
but, proportionally, the number
of students involved in these
groups are few .
Yet should not students be
more involved in the community
in which they will later be work-

ing? Are they just going to leave
the university with a licence to
practice their skills on the rest of
the population? These people are
going to be paid a large wage for

In Edinburgh, in planning disaster areas , for example Wester
Hailes and Pilton , there is a need
for such projects as surveys into
alcoholism and drug abuse;

Volunteers: knocking down the ivory towers.
creating the environment for the
rest of us , so should they not , as
part of their training, actually get
fully mvolved with community
affairs?

r~search

into the problems of nutntton of children , many of whom
are not well fed ; landscaping of
school environments; designing
and building playgrounds, and

refurbishment of derelict build·
ings as community centres. These
are all probjects that students
could undertake as a practical part
of their education .
We meet students all the time
who are depressed, bored or
unstimulated by their courses.
Perhaps if they realised that a uni·
versity course is only an intellectual foundation for personal
development , they would get
more out of their education .
Three years ago a group of
Edinburgh University architecture students were involved in
building a playground for one of
the most deprived ghettos in
Edinburgh. They also don ated the
proceeds of a ball to the project
and 15 of them gave up a week of
their Easter holiday to build it.
For most of them it was the only
time on their course that they did
something practical, transforming
an idea into reality!
Edinburgh must be one of the
most exciting cities in which to be
a student with its unique architecture, geography and vioientlY
contrasting social structures. We
would like to help students
explore aspects of this and ena?le
them to use their education skills
to help people, whilst at the saJ!le
time enriching their degree
experience."

Hopes_blown away
Edin. Univ. 9 Glenrothes 14
After last week's victory
r Madras, the Edinburgh
~v: XV had high hopes of
e~ulating this feat against
Glenrothes on Saturday
afternoon at Peffermill. But
las it was not to be, for
3
one minute of the kick~ Edinburgh were trailing,
~~d from then o~ Glenrothes
kept tbier noses m front.

'fum

It was certainly not a game for
the connoisseur; a r~al kick-andrush affair. Nor was 1t a game.for
the fain t-hearted, because an 1cecold wind plagued both the
players and spectators. On the
pitch, the wind made ha~dling difficult and kicking a mghtmare ,
while the poor spectators on the
touchline were left with running
noses and numb hands .

A successful penalty in the first
minute was followed by a Glenrothes try, thus stretching the
advantage of the visitors to seven
points. The try itself was a warning to the Edinburgh team of what
was to come, for the Glenrothes
pack reigned supreme throughout
the whole afternoon . The Glenrothes forwards were heavier,
stronger, better organised, and
older than their Edinburgh counterparts , so that each scrum was
characterised by an Edinburgh
shuffle backwards.
Fortunately, some astute kicking from Messrs McA!pine and
Marshall allowed the home team
to escape from their own half , and

indeed it was Marshall who narrowed the margin with a perfect
peralty kick which curled through
the posts , courtesy of the
invigorating wind. The blustery
conditions dominated the tactics
of both teams, influencing the
Glenrothes decision to kick for
touch rather than attempting to
extend their lead , when on any
other day the three points would
have been a formality. Yet to
undermine this argument , the
Glenrothes fly-half proceeded to
attempt a successful drop-kick.
Hence , it was beginning to
develop into a very sad tale for the
University team. The Glenrothes
forwards even had the cheek to
steal the ball in the Edinburgh
line-outs, and thus the University's hooker Adams resorted to illegal tactics by
throwing the ball directly to his
team-mates in the line-out. Tut!
Tut! Edinburgh were unable to
venture from their own half due to
the constant Glenrothes pressure,
and time and time again the ball
was needlessly kicked out on-thefull. In the 34th Minute the Glenrothes pack inflicted more embarrassment with a pushover try ,
stemming from a scrum more than
five yards from the line. It was all
one-way traffic. Were we about to
witness another annihilation
inflicted upon the University
team? Was the game in the process of degenerating into another
exhibitionist romp? More to the
point, would the spectators
require scientific calculators, or
an A-level in mathematics, to

H airy Assault
It was the men's National while those who tunred out ran
Relay Championships on their big hearts out, it was yet
Saturday, held at a wet and again a disappointing turnout with
windy Kilmarnock. The
Hairy assault on this most
prestigious of events came in
the form of three diehard
teams who braved the conditions to turn in most commendable performances for
the second week running.
Ian Harkness ran the club's fastest leg, a breezy 13 mins 20 secs
no less , to bring the club home in
27th place . The second and third
teams came home in 72nd and
104th places respectively, in a
closely contested race won by the
redoubtable Edinburgh Southern, Tom Callan blasting home
the day's fastest leg in 12 mins 2
secs. It has to be pointed out that

yours truly having the dubious
pleasure of running two legs for
the third team . We organise good
training sessions for which their is
boundless enthusiasm. Race day
is a great social event , so why so
little interest boys? To finish on a
more cheerful note: the ladies'
team ran again on Sunday at Pitreavie with amazing results phew!
Mike Clarke

In brief
Intra-mural lacrosse tournament at Peffermill on Sunday, 2nd
November , at 2 pm . Times of 12
sticks provided . Deta ils from the
Sports Union office. No experience is necessary

The Allsop Memorial Lecture
will be given by

JAMES NAUGHTIE
(Guardian Chief Political Correspondent)

on

Thursday, 13th November 1986
at7.30 p.m.
in

The David Hume Tower,
Lecture Hall 'A'

Dislocation
Clydesdale 2

keep pace with the ever-changing
tally of points? Fortunately , the
answer is negative in all three
cases.
Edinburgh's man of the match ,
Steve McKinty, was once again
the hero . Does he ever stop running? One minute he was kicking
the ball safely into touch in his
own "22", the next he was scoring
a try at the other end of the pitch
by joining the threequarter line
and thus creating the overlap.
Manha!! mastered the hurricane
to add two more points with a confidently struck conversion on the
stroke of half-time , and so the
teams eagerly devoured their segments of orange with the game
perfectly poised at 9-14.
Alas, the second half failed to
live up to our expectations, with
too much kicking and two little
running. Thus the final 40 minutes
were pointless (in more ways than
one!) and G lenrothes could afford
the luxury of missing two penaltie . Their defence was simply too
good for the never-say-die Uni versity team. Thus the afternoon
ended in defeat , but at least one
man was happy- the Glenrothes
coach . He never stopped talking
through the entire game: he bellowed at his full back, "Calm
down , son !" - at which the poor
player in question ran to the other
side of the pitch sporting a red
face and a newly acquired
inferiority complex. Needless to
say, the full back never ventured
within 20 yards of his coach for the
rest of the game.
Carl Marston

Like all the great British
institutions, such as the Salvation Army or the Boys'
Brigade, the University
Men's Hockey Club bas its
own motto: ''It's more than a
game". For, to represent the
University on the hockey
pitch one bas to be prepared
to make sacrifices, to give up
previous religious beliefs or
emotional ties. In short, one
must be willing to give an arm
and a leg for the good of the
cause. On Saturday, early in
the second half of an away
match against Clydesdale,
Comrade MacLennan displayed such commitment
when, diving to his left to save
a penalty Oick, he landed
awkwardly and dislocated his
shoulder.

EUMHC2
no goalkeeper, Mcfarlane was
put to "kicking back" and for the
remaining half-hour masterminded a frustrating off ide trap
with great precision and authority. Unfortunately , it took a dubious umpiring deci ion to let one
fish through the net with 15
minutes remaining.

The scores level , the remaining
stages of the match were tense .
The pressure was more on Clydesdale than it was on the University ,
as it was up to them to capitalise
on the latter's lack of a keeper and
win both points. However, the
University displayed rrue character and refused ro give into , or
even acknowledge , the presence
of their handicap. Indeed , in the
dying minutes it was the students
who had the best chances to
snatch the winner, forcing Clydesdale into conceding three consecutive horr corners. The final
whistle was greeted with re lief by
Although MacLennan pleaded the University as they had salto have the other shoulder forci- vaged a point and kept intact their
bly dislocated so that his balance unbeaten run in Division 2.
was not impaired and he could
play on , the umpire ordered our
It is generally agreed in the
hero off to hospital. Strangely camp that the University have yet
enough , it took this misfortune to to display anything close to their
inject some urgency into a Uni- true form . This was unquestionaversity ide which despite being 2- bly the case on Sunday when
1 in front (thanks yet again to Aberdeen Grammar FP were
Peffermill .
MacLeod and Mcfarlane) was entertained
at
playing somewhat below par. Nevertheless it is heartening to
MacLennan 's departure had a know that despite playing crap
noticeable effect on everybody , (exceptions being the goal-scorers
most of all Walsh who trans- Macleod ,, Moran and Grieve)
formed from a fourth year medi- the side is capable of destroying
cal student into a first year former Premier League teams by
geologist within the space of three four goals to one.
Syd
seconds. Reduced to ten men and

"Floppy" scores four
Edin. Univ. 7
Suitably wised-up after last
week's scaring article, the
shinty team had it all to prove
as visitors to St Andrews on
Saturday. Always a difficult
side at home, St Andrews
showed fine defensive prowess, despite strong pressure
in the opening quarter. The
stalemate was broken by
"Slasher" Simpson as a duffed pass to "Floppy-Hat"
Gould somehow found its way
into the net to put Edinburgh
ahead after 20 minutes. Jubilation gave way to monotony
as each Edinburgh attack
came to nothing right through

HELP!
In Edinburgh there are large
numbers of childless couples
seeking help from infertility
clinics. One form of help is
Artificial Insemination by
Donor (AID) but the waiting
lists are very long because of the
lack of donors. If you think you
could help us please send a
self-addressed envelope to
Mr T. B. Hargrave,
Consultant Urologist,
Department of Surgery,
Western General Hospital,
and I will send you full
details.

St Andrews 1
the remainder of the half.
The second half seemed to
promise the same excruciatingly
boring domination by Edinburgh ,
and the only noises from "Quiet
Man " Maguire were loud snores.
By now , practiced in all the arts of
the noble game , the newcomers to
the side were wallowing in their
ability , and eventually " Floppy"
Gould knocked in not one but
four goals. Indeed , jealously
guarding his reputation as top
scorer (on the pitch at least) ,
"Floppy" also succeeded in blocking some of his own side's best
shots. But "Gorilla" Griffith was
not to be denied a he too slotted
an easy shot , much to the delight
of hi~ µersonal supporters.
"The Bear" in nets could not
contain his ecstasy at the team 's
performance, and leapt to
embrace the bewildered and subsequently squashed St Andrews
full forward . He was. however

much shyer of the ball as it whizzed past his head from the resulting penalty to give St Andrews
their only score .
Jn reply to this , "Golly" Grant
sent a long pas to "Lone-Scot"
Cameron , who put a fine ball into
space to allow a little-known
player to punt a fine 30 yards shot
into the net. Rumours that this
was team captain Jimmy Divot
have so far proven unsubstantiated . The rest of the half saw the
emergence of "Friar Tuck" Sherwood as a right dirty animal who ,
having reduced his girli h opponent to tears , also produced a fine
display of all the other skills
needed to be a shinty player.
Saturday's performance proves
that the tide , worm and , after
Saturday night , our stomachs
have turned and success i on the
way . See you at Peffermill on
Saturday when we meet Aberdeen.
Tomlis Maghudhir

The ladies team also won with a
total of 753 ex 800, the best score
round of the Scottish Universities recorded by Gillian BeU with 193.
If you are interested in shooting,
League. With a score of 1,540 ex
1,600, the team of eight shot well come and meet us at the range in
enough to drop less than half the the Pleasance on Tuesday or
points of Strathclyde and Glasgow Thursday evenings, all equipment
(both 1,467 ex 1,600). Good scores and coaching is provided, so no
were recorded by Simon Riley (197 experience is necessary. We also
ex 200) and John Oliphant (196), shoot full-bore "big bang" rifles
and the total was ????&&&& outdoors at long range (up to 1,000
despite Donald Mdntosh "mis- yards) and our nrst shoot Is this
sing" with one shot -be claimed it Saturday (1st November) at
was the ammunition (only a poor Castlelaw, just outside Edinworkman blames bis equipment, burgh. Come and put your name
down.
Don!).
"The BuUet"
EU Rifle Club shot off to a good

start this weekend in the first

e A Shakespearean Tragedy
against the net.

Edin. Univ. 2; . Dundee Univ. 4
The stage was set for an
epic performance in the true
Shakespearean vein at Peffermill last Wednesday. Imagine
the scene: Edinburgh, fresh
from their recent victorious
expedition to Stirling (though
they declined the chance to
capture the hosts' fortified
castle), entertaining a wild,
barbaric tribe calling themselves the "Dundee" clan. the
scene for this epic play was
the Peffermill plains, where a
battle was to ensue on the 1st
XI football pitch. Let the play
commence ....
Scene one: A week before their
scheduled invasion of Edinburgh,
the Dundee tribe overcame a
totally inept enemy from the
north. This ill-disciplined mob ,
heralding from Aberdeen ('tis
rumoured that this is a small colony up north where no man dare
venture) were routed, receiving
12 mortal wounds. (Yes! Dundee
thrashed them 12-2!)
Sce'ne two: Meanwhile, back in
Edi nburgh , preparations are
being made to fend off this
approach ing threat of 11 courageous Dundee warriors, fuelled by
an uncontrollable thirst for goals.
Would their epidemic spread to
Edinburgh? Could the rampant ,
uneducated, sex-mad, fearless
Dundee tribe be defeated? 'Tis
now time for the battle.
The isolated football pitch
seemed not to be a million miles
away from the windswept heath of
Shakespeare's "King Lear''. The

handful of spectators sought shelter in a mobile caravan, conveniently placed within a few yards
from the touchline . (King Lear
had no such luck!) Fear gripped
the home team ... King Lear was
a Shakespearean tragedy . . . the
hero died . . . was the same fate
about to fall on the heroic Edinburgh 11? Alas, the answer is brief
and to the point ... "Yes!''.
But as with all tragedies , the
goody-goodies began on top.
Edin burgh employed the offside
trap with some success in the
opening minutes , and then had a
goal disallowed , for apparently
the ball was out of play before
Milne Gavan delivered his perfect
cross into the Dundee six-yard
box. But disappointment was
shortlived, because in the 23rd
minute , Edinburgh's brave knight
- Sir Steve Smith (a real gentleman 's name!)
produced
another one of his "Hoddle"
impressions to open the scor;.-2.
The ball fell atl his feet via a Dundee defender, he steadied himself
and then struck the ball with
venom in the direction of the
D undee goal. It was a repeat performance of his goal against
Kelso, for the ball curled gracefully into the top right-hand
corner of the net.
Andy Woods, candidate for the goal-of-the-season award
Photo: Oliver Lim
Alan McKie was thwarted on
Yet I did not label the Edin- rebounded off the woodwork.
two occasions by unfriendly Dun- burgh team "heroes" for nothing. (Thus , Mr Palmer has still not
dee defenders when he looked The Dundee defence were scored!) Grant Craven and Milne
like scoring, and then calamity exposed time and time again as Gavan were then denied by the
struck ... Dundee equalised with Edinburgh lunged forward , born- acrobatics of the Dundee goaltheir first real attack of the game . barding the poor Dundee goalie keeper, before Edinburgh's other
The gods were obviously against with every cannon shot in the full back , Andy Woods, scored
the home team , and as you and I book! The hft back, Steve the goal of the season. From 30
know , it just ain't possible to mess Palmer, who has "!ever scored a yards he had the cheek to attempt
around with such immortal goal for the University, almost a chip which duly sailed over the
beings. It's called fate .
obliged with a thunder shot that goalkeeper and came to nestle up

STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE
Student's new classified section is a FREE service to readers. We wel- 846.
come accommodation wanted, accommodation available, for sale, and Space in double room for female , Morother small ads. Keep your ads short (max 30 words), and hand them ningside . £75 per month . Phone 447
6785 after 6 pm .
into the Student office (first floor , 48 The Pleasance) or place them in the Two males or females for shared room,
red Student collection boxes situated in the Teviot foyer, Mandela Forest Rd. £108 per month. Ref. No.
Centre Union shop, DHT basement, and in A&M Reid (grocers) in the 820.
KB Centre. Ads must be in by Monday of the week of publication.
Two males or females for shared room.

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
Listings with reference numbers
can be followed up by going to the
Student Accommodation Service
at 30 Buccleuch Place.
Male or female for single room , Dublin
St. £125 per month. Ref. No. 829.
Male postgrad for si ngle room, Nicolson
St. £80 per month . Ref. No. 834.
Male or female for single room. £20 per
week . Ref. No . 839.
Male or female for single room.
Brough1on Pl. £108.34 per month. Ref.
No. 838.
Male or female for single room, Warrender Park Cres. £76 per month . Ref. No.
841.
Male or female for si ngle room, Marchmont. £ 110 per month . Ref. No. 842.
Female for si ngle room, Marchmont.
£100 per month. Ref. No. 844.
Male for single room, New Town. Second year and up'. £1 t2.50 per month.
Ref. No. 811.
Female for single room, Trinity. Mature
or postgrad. £97.40 per month . Ref. No.
812.
Male for single room, Newington.
£107.50 per month . Ref. No. 812A.
Female for single room, Newington .
£80.15 per month. Ref. No. 817.
Male or feniale for single and shared
rooms, Mentone Terrace. £35 single/£20
double. Ref. No. 849.
Male or female for single room , Dalkeith

Rd. Second year-plus preferred. £110
per month . Ref. No. 848.
Two males or females for shared room ,
Blacket Ave. £80.15 per month . Ref.
No. 830.
Female for shared room , Warrender
Park . £90 per month . Ref. No. 836.
Two males, females or couple fo r shared ·
room , Forrest Rd . £108 per month. Ref.
No. 840.
Two males or females for shared room,
Marchmont . £70 per month . Ref. No.
843.
Wholeftat for two, W. Nicolson St. £160
per month Ref. No. 845 .
Two males or females for shared room ,
Morningside. £95 per mo nth . Ref. No.

We. Preston St. £74 per month. Ref.
No.821.
Twin room and single room avai lable . 2
Athol\ Place. West End. Twin £26 per
week each. single £30 per week, plus
bills. 228 4090.
Two single rooms available for females,
Bruntsfield . Rent de1ails by phoning447
2468 (day) or 229 6129 (eves).

Miscellaneous
For sale: Silver-Reed porlable typewriter. hardly used ; top condition ; tabul atmg stops; £25 only. If interested phone
447 1638.
Anyone wishing to fo rm a Queen/Zeppelin type band please ring Tom at 337
1731.

Immediately afterwards the
half-time whistle sounded and the
Edinburgh team marched back to
the dressing-room in true military
style, resting on a 2-1 lead. One
began to fear that the whole tearn
had fallen asleep when they fai led
to emerge from their haven. Had
they buggered off home? It turned
out that they were actually
employing a tactical move
whereby they sit in the warm dres'.
sing-room for ten minutes while
the opposition freeze to death
outside. Cunning, eh? It was a
great plan, but alas it failed.
The second half was a tale of
woe for the home side: Grant Craven hit the bar from two yards·
McK.ie wasted chance afte;
chance in the Dundee pe nalty
area; and then the inevitable happened. Dundee equalised in the
61st minute , took the lead for the
first time in the match after 73
minutes, and the la~t nail was rammed in the coffin when Neil
Cameron tripped over the ball in
his own penalty area and thus presented Dundee with a gift-goal.
Five minutes later and the curtain was down . Yet another stage
performance had ended in
tragedy. The barbarians will
resume their onward march
through the Scottish countryside,
terrorising every university in
their path , while Edinburgh are
left to nurse their battle wounds
and seek less aggressive opposition next week . Only one question
remains: why does such a manly
team as Dundee display these
words on their vests - "Tally
Ho!"? It doesn't really fit their
macho image!
Carl Marston

Student's editorial offices are on the first floo r of 48 Pleasance. Our
phon.e numbers are 558 111718 and 667 1011 extension 4496. Editorial
m.eetmgs are held in the offices every Friday at 1 pm . To get in touch
:-v1th Student ,
m order to drop in ads , information , etc., or to get
mv.olved yourself, come along to section meetings or drop into the
o.ffices a.nd leave a message. You can also use the Student boxes,
situated m Potterrow Shop, Teviot Lobby or DHT Basement. The folowmg ,comprise section editors (in bold type), layout staff, and each
ect1on s weekly meeting:
EDITOR
Peter Carroll MUSIC
Suzanne Doran
ASST. EDITORAlastair Dalton
(Weds. 1 pm)
Paul Hutton
NEWS
Jacqui Brown
· Olive_r Lim
(Thursdays 1 pm) Gary Duncan
FEATURES
lshbel Matheson
Miranda Chitty (Weds. 1 pm)
Keith C11meron
Linda Davies,
Prue Jeffreys
Ian Robertson SPORT
Carl
Marston
Angela Stuart
(Fridays 1 pm)
ARTS
Andrew Sparrow
PHOTOGRAPHY Paul Hutton
(Thu rs. 1.15 pm) Ingrid Nelson (Fridays 1 pm)
GRAPHICS
Peter Carroll
FILM
Matthew Calling CARTOONS
(Fridays l prri)
(Fridays 1 pm)
Sally Greig MANAGER .. Colin Hancock
WHAT'S ON
Fridays 1 pm) Loma Henderson (Seller~/Advert1smg/
Sandra Catto Subscnptlons)

